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ABSTRACT

Fully reversed strain-controlled push-pull fatigue tests were performed on

polycrystalline specimens of commercially 99.0% purity aluminum and commercially

99.53yo purity nickel to examine the evolution of dislocation structures and its

dependence on the plastic strain amplitude and to investigate the influence of tÏre

strain amplitude and fatigue cycles on cyclic deformation behavior. The main

objective is to provide qualitative comparison of cyclic deformation and dislocation

structures for three f.c.c. polycrystalline metals. These metals are copper for whiah

extensive studies on both single crystal and polycrystal were documented and nickel

and aluminum for which low cycle fatigue response is not well conceptualized. Test

specimens were prepared according to ASTM specifications E466. Fatigue tests v/ere

run under constant strain amplitude in air and room temperature with a constant stnain

rate of 0.000lsec-r. Cyclic deformation behavior was characterized by analyzing the

cyclic hardening response, and microstructural observations by means of transmission

electron microscopy.

The cyclic stress strain curve (CSSC) of polycrystalline aluminum is characterized by

strain hardening response at which the saturation stress increased with plastic strain

amplitude at all plastic strain amplitudes tested. On the other hand, CSSC of,

polycrystalline nickel showed the presence of three distinct regions, namely two

cyclic hardening regions at low amplitude and high amplitude ranges and short quasi-

plateau region with a slight increase of saturation stress with plastic strain amplitude

at intermediate amplitude range. A comparison of the cyclic stress-strain response of,

polycrystalline aluminum and nickel with previous results revealed that fine-grain

material exhibited higher saturation stress than coarse-grained material equivalent to

the Hall-Petch relationship of grain size effect. In addition, from the comparison ofl

the cyclic stress-strain curve for both polycrystalline aluminum and nickel with grain

size of 40 pm, nickel specimens exhibited higher saturation stress than alurmnurn

specimens due to the high fatigue resistance offered by the nickel specimens. lrt is

found the plastic strain amplitude at which the test was conducted influences tl'ie



cyclic hardening rate such that the larger the plastic strain amplitude, the more

pronounced the cyclic strain hardening.

Microscopy investigation on the effect of changing strain amplitude on the cyclic

hardening reinforces the analysis that dislocation cell structures control the observed

deformation response in polycrystalline aluminum. In addition, there is a continual

increase in the propensity for cell structure formation in polycrystalline aluminum

with plastic strain amplitude and fatigue cycle number. Persistent slip bands and

labyrinth structures have not been observed in fatigued pure aluminum. This behavior

is due to the high stacking fault energy of aluminum polycrystals, which favors the

activation of multiple glide systems and formation of three-dimensional dislocation

structures. On the other hand, the dislocation structures observed in fatigued

polycrystalline nickel are amplitude dependent. They consist of loop patches at low

amplitudes, become mixed with labyrinth structure which becomes cellular at higher

amplitudes. In addition, microscopy observations revealed that dislocation cells

become increasingly equiaxed and smaller and cell walls become more condensed

with increase of strain amplitude.

A correlation between stress-strain response and development of dislocation

structures in deformed polycrystalline aluminum and nickel revealed that the

reduction of dislocation cell size and wall spacing with plastic strain agrees

qualitatively with mesh-length theory of work hardening. These dislocation structures

observed in cyclically deformed polycrystalline f.c.c. metals are low energy

structures, which govern the plastic hardening (saturated stress) behavior.

It is found that both polycrystalline copper and nickel exhibited similar cyclic

deformation behavior as depicted by the plateau in the cyclic stress-strain curve as

well as similar dislocation structure evolution from loop patches at low strain

amplitudes to labyrinth to cell structure at high strain amplitudes. On the other hand,

polycrystalline aluminum exhibited different cyclic deformation behavior and

different dislocation structures than copper and nickel as depicted by the hardening



behavior in the cyclic stress-strain curve and the presence of only dislocatlon eeffi

structures as the dominant dislocation structure at all strain amplitudes. Based om the

stacking fault energy values of all three f.c.c. metals (copper, nickel and aluminum)

and based on the above comparison, one would note that flc.c. metals with stacking

fault energy value of 55 to 125 mJlmz exhibit similar cyclic deformation response.

However, stacking fault energy of 166 m[/m2 would be large enough to enhance the

cross slip of screw dislocations and hence the development of dislocation cell

structures early in fatigue in polycrystalline aluminum.
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GLOSSARY

Burgers vector
the most characteristic feature ofã dislocation.
Non-conservative mouement in which the dislocation moves outof the glide surface normal to the

Cross slip
one {111}-type

A tendency of r..
plane to another in face-centered cubic iretals.

Cyclic hardening curye It is a plot of stress u*Ott*d.

ll::l^:^j^I 11,,yh:r"ìi.is the number of cycles und ,0, is theplastic strain ampritude. It is arso a prot Àrrirã'rr'.ilffiå versus
cycle number

t,l"* uft.r *hirh,h.." ir noffi
It is a plot of stress 

"r¡¡hich strain-controlled faiigue test was conducted.
Small dislocation toop
direct result of edge jogs on screw dislocations.
Linear lattice defect

Llqqlf" deformation of metals
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Persistent slip band A highly localÞed, soft, thir¡ ladder-like $rucrure of high slþ
activity located parallel to the primary slip plane

Planar slip Planar slip traces left by the dislocations suggest easy glide.
Plastic deformation Occurs by the glide of dislocations and hence the critical shear

stress for the onset of plastic deformation is the stress required to
move dislocations.

Prismatic dislocation loop Dislocation loop with Burgers vector not in the plane of the loop.
The slip surface defined by the dislocation line and its Burgers
vector is a cylindrical surface. It can only move conservatively by
glide along the cylindrical surface.

Screw dislocation A dislocation with Burgers vector parallel to the dislocation line.
For a screw dislocation, the dislocation line moves at right angles
to the slip direction.

Slip The result of dislocation glide, which is the most
manifestation of plastic deformation in crystalline solids.
envisaged as sliding or successive displacement of one
atoms over another on so-called slip planes.

common
It can be
plane of

Slip plane The plane with highest density of atoms and the direction of slip is
the direction in the slip plane in which the atoms are most closely
spaced.

Vein structure Dislocation structure forms at low plastic strain amplitudes
composing of loop patch structure and dislocation-free matrix.

Wavy slip Wavy slip traces present in the wake of dislocations indicate cross
slip of screw dislocations
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Cyclic hardening and plastic strain localization are key factors in determining the

susceptibility of a material to fatigue failure. The study of cyclic plasticity includes

investigation of dislocation microstructures and of the cyclic stress and strain response.

Most extensive studies in cyclic deformation of metallic materials toward the

understanding of the fundamental mechanisms have been the studies of F.C.C. materials,

especially copper and to a lesser extent aluminum and nickel. The basic features of cyclic

plastic deformation of F.C.C. metals have been established mainly through studies on

single crystals of copper and its alloys.

There are few reports on the cyclic deformation behavior of polycrystalline nickel

and aluminum that address both macroscopic behavior such as cyclic hardening as well

as microscopic behavior such as dislocation structures. Therefore, the objective of this

thesis is 1) to provide a fundamental study on cyclic deformation behavior of
polycrystalline F.C.C. metals such as copper, nickel and aluminum. 2) to study the

fatigue behavior of polycrystalline aluminum and nickel by determining the role of
dislocation structures on the cyclic stress-strain (CSS) curve. The experimental work

involves studying the effect of plastic strain amplitude on the CSS curve. Anal¡ical

electron microscopy will determine the extent of the role of dislocation structures in the

saturation stress as well as the cyclic deformation behavior. Also, following the model of,

Bassim and Liu [], the evolution of dislocation structures in the various stages of
deformation are identified.

Chapter two surveys the existing information on cyclic deformation studies of
F.C.C. metals. The pu¡pose is to outline the background for the present study. To further

facilitate the reading, a glossary contains a list of the keywords used throughout the thesis

is included. Chapter three describes the detailed experimental procedure used in the

present work as well as the conditions, which the materials were mechanically tested.



The chapter also includes a description of the microscopial techniques used to

charaúenze the evolution of dislocation microstructures.

The results are presented in the form of micrographs, figures and tables, and they

have been grouped in two different chapters. Each chapter is closed with a separate

discussion and summary. Chapter four summanzes the results and discussion for

polycrystalline aluminum. The results and discussion for polycrystalline nickel are

documented in chapter fïve. Chapter six outlines conclusions of the present work.



CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Cyclic deformation universally implies the idea of fatigue, the failure of matenals

by cyclic loading at stresses either below or above the unidirectional yield stress. F'atigue

has been known for more than 150 years, especially for metallic materials that exhibit a

lower strength under cyclic loading conditions compared to static loading. For rnany

decades it was a mystery as to why the stress level of the fatigue limit often occurs not

only below the rupture but also below the yield stress. Fatigue involves a hierareiry of
mechanisms and strustures, ranging from individual dislocations to macroscopic craeks,

and it depends upon the microstructure and the chemical composition of the niaterian.

Fatigue failure is the outcome of a gradual weakening of the material and microseoplal

observations of metallic materials, prior to fatigue failure, reveals a process of formation

of microcracks, which accumulate into a fatal macroscopial crack responsible for fatigue

failure. Fatigue is a cumulative effect of cyclic loading on a member or component that

ultimately fails by fatigue fracture, which is only the final disastrous stage of a eomplex

sequence of events. Figure 2.1 shows the sequence of processes during fatigue.

Although this sequence represents a very simplified description of the real

situation" it applies to the behavior of many metallic materials under cyclic loadlng

conditions and allows us to define the cyclic deformation behavior. The fatigue darnage

usually evolves from microstructural changes as a consequence of cyclic plastic

deformation so the study of the cyclic stress-strain response and its correlatio¡l with

microstructure leads to a better understanding of the early stages of the fatigue f,ailure

process.

Fundamental studies on the nature of fatigue damage must be based on well-

designed cyclic deformation experiments in combination with a detailed evaluation of the

microstructure failure mechanisms present in cyclically strained materials.
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The approach to be followed in this chapter is to review the salient features of
cyclic deformation on FCC metals such as copper, nickel and aluminum and then i¿o

address the evolution of dislocation structures associated with such cyclic loading.

2.2 TTIEORY AND BACKGRO{.]ND

2.2.1 Strain-Controlled Low Cycle Fatigue Testing

To generate fatigue data, several specimens are subjected to constant amplitude

completely reversed cycles in which the strain is the controlled variable. In low cyele

fatigue testing, the plastic component of the strain amplitude is characterized by the

fatigue ductility properties and the elastic component by the fatigue strength properties of

the metal [3].

2.2.2Fatigue Hardening / Softening Response

Fatigue hardening and/or softening of a material can be presented with respect to

fatigue cycle number in a cyclic hardening curye, which is a plot of stress amplitude

versus cycle number. The cyclic hardening curve could also be presented as plot of stress

amplitude oa versus cumulative plastic strain rp.cum : 4 N rpu, where N is the number of

cycles and epu is the plastic strain amplitude at which the fatigue experiments was

conducted. The fatigue response can also be represented in terms of the saturation

behavior in cyclic stress-strain curve (CSS) curye, which is a plot of the saturation stress

versus the plastic strain amplitude. The cyclic stress-strain curye is usually obtained b5v

connecting the tips of stable hysteresis loops from constant-strain-amplitude fatigue tests

of companion samples at different strain amplitudes [4]. A schematic illustration of this

method is shown inFigure2.2.

From cyclic stress-strain curves, one can determine whether or not the material

that is cyclically strained softens or hardens (that is, whether the stress amplitude stays

constant with constant strain amplitude, or decrease or increase). For metals whiei-l

cyclically harden, the cyclic stress-strain curve will be above the monotonic stress-strain
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of monotonic and cyclic stress-strain
curves for a material that cyclic hardens [4]
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curve; for metals which softer¡ the cyclic stress-strain curve will be below the monotonic

curve [3].

2.2.3 Stress-Strain Hysteresis Loop

If a metal is cycled to produce plastic deformation of a predetermined amount in

both tension and compression, the resulting cyclic stress-strain response will produce a

hysteresis loop. Thus, the basic information on the cyclic stress-strain response of a

cyclically deformed metal is provided in the form of the stress-strain hysteresis loop. In

contrast to monotonic yielding, cyclic deformation does not lead to a unique relationstup

between stress,o and strai4 e but rather to a hysteresis loop for each loading cycle. Tlie

loop represents the microscopical deformation processes occurring during a load eyele.

During low-cycle fatigue testing, the hysteresis loop is provided by a simultaneous,

interdependent recording of the stress and strain signals on an X-Y chart recorder. Frgt+re

2.3 shows a schematic of a typical hysteresis loop. The mechanical parameters assoaiated

with the hysteresis loop are indicated on the figure.

2.2.4 Characteristics of the Stress Strain Hysteresis Loop

Stress strain hysteresis loops depend not only on the material being tested., but

also on the load frequency and the strain control mode. The tips of the loops repnesemt

the stress and strain limits for each cycle, and the area inside the complete loop is the

energy associated with the plastic work per cycle.

Some important quantities can be taken directly from the hysteresis loop as shown

in Figure 2.3. The unloading after the load reversal point in tension, which is deseribed

by the coordinates (t.*, o'**) for the maximum strain and stress, occurs with a slope of
the tangent that represents the value of Young's modulus. The size of the hysteresis loop

can be defined in terms of its width, which represents the strain range (Ae) and its helght,

which represents the stress range (Ao). The distance between the maximum stress and

the intersection of the extended elastic strain line with the strain axis represents the
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of a typical hysteresis loop showing the stress and
strain parameters. [5]



plastic strain (Aepr). The total elastic strain (etot) is composed of both plastic (eor) and

elastic (e"¡) strains (rtot : ept +r"l) [2J.

2.2.5 Transient Cyclic Deformation Behavior

Three general features can be observed for the hysteresis loop of cyclically

strained materials. These are cyclic hardening, cyclic softening and cyclic stability.

Cyclic hardening or softening refers to a continuous change in the cyclic strength that

may occur throughout a test or at least in the first stage of cyclic deformation. The type

of transient behavior is mainly determined by the pretreatment of the material tested as

well as the microstructural changes induced by deformation.

2.2.5.1 Cyclic Hardening

Cyclic hardening leading to an increase in the stress amplitude for increasing

cycles at constant strain amplitude and subsequently the hysteresis loop becomes larger in

size' Figure 2.4 shows the stress course for cyclic hardening and the hysteresis loop

shape. Hardening is often attributed to increased dislocation interaction, which increases

the resistance to dislocation movement. Thus the trapped dislocations gather in bundles

and act as a barrier to further dislocation movement resulting in an increase in the applied

stress for the same amount of deformation. Cyclic hardening is a characteristic of
an¡realed pure metals, many aluminum alloys and as-quenched steels [6].

2.2.5.2 Cyclic Softening

Cyclic softening leads to a decrease in the stress amplitude for increasing cycles

at constant strain amplitude and a reduction in the size of the hysteresis loop. Figure 2.5

shows the stress course for cyclic softening and the hysteresis loop shape. This behavior

indicates that with continuing cycling the material sustains less stress to deform the same

amount. Cyclic softening is a characteristic of cold worked pure metals and many steels

at small strain amplitudes [6].
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the stress course and hysteresis loop shape for cyclic
hardening. [6]
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Figure 2.5 schematic of the stress course and hysteresis loop shape for
cyclic softening. [6]
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2.2.5.3 Cyclic Stability

Cyclic stability represents steady-state conditions at which the degree to which

the stress amplitude of the hysteresis loops increases for each consecutive cycle gradually

decreases until eventually the strain amplitude reaches a maximum where there is no

further increase in stress amplitude for further cycling. Cyclic stability is reached when

the hysteresis loop starts repeating the same loop for many cycles as indicated in Figure

2.6. The corresponding peak stress is the saturation stress, which is an important

parameter in evaluating the cyclic stress-strain behavior of a material. This condition is

usually achieved in about 20 to 40 yo of the fatigue life in materials that are either

hardened or softened [6].

2.3 CYCLIC DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE CRYSTAL F.C.C METALS

Single crystals have been extensively used in the study of fundamental

phenomena in deformation processes, such as creep, monotonic and cyclic deformation.

Monocrystalline metal has the advantage of clearly defined slip systems and no grain

boundary or second phase particle complications. A large number of studies have been

conducted on cyclic deformation of metallic single crystals, especially copper single

crystal, such as the works of Feltner [7], Hancock and Grosskreutz [8], Winter [9],
V/oods [10], Basinski et al. [l1], Antonopoulos and Winter [12], Finney and Laird [13]

and Mughrabi [l4,15].

From the study of Mughrabi [5] on copper single crystal the cyclic stress-strain

curve can be divided into three regions as shown in Figure 2.7awlnch is similar to the

idealized model of CSS curve for single crystal documented byMughrabi et al. [16] and

shown in Figure 2.7b.

In low-amplitude region (region A), cyclic strain hardening occurs more or less

homogeneously and the saturation stress increases with strain amplitude, which is related

to the formation of dislocation bundles, and loops due to long-range dislocation glide and

t2



Figure 2.6 Schematic of a typical hysteresis loop showing cyclic saturation. [17]
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Figure 2.7 cyclic stress-strain (cSS) curve of monocrysta[ine copper
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jogs formed at point defects. Feltner [7] suggested that flip-flip model might be i-nr

operation in this region. The homogenous deformation is due to the microstructural

balance between edge-dislocation and intervening matrix channels piled by screw

dislocations. Elongated and lragmented edge-dislocation dipole and loop patches as

shown in Figure 2.8a characterize the dislocation pattern in this region. These loop

patches cluster into dense bundles called "Veins" as the plastic strain increases. These

veins are separated by dislocation-poor channels that are oriented parallel to the veins.

The number of cycles to failure is infinite. Thus, the material in this region is below the

fatigue limit.

The critical threshold stress level at the end of region A represents the transition

point between regions A &8. At this point the stress and strain fatigue limits of the

material are determined. At this transition point the "vein" structure in the matrix

becomes locally unstable (i.e. it cannot accommodate more strain) and gradually

transforms into thin lamellae of persistent slip bands that form parallel to the primary slip

plane as shown in Figure 2.8b. This transition is marked by the first development of PSEs

and the deformation becomes inhomogeneous and strongly localized in the PSBs.

In the intermediate-amplitude region (plateau, region B), the saturation stress is

independent of strain amplitude used. In this regioq persistent slip bands (PSBs) form

and the amount of PSBs increases with strain amplitude. These bands are regions of
localized slip in which the plastic deformation is much larger than the overall

deformation of the crystal. The saturation stress, representing essentially the stress

required for the localized deformation of the soft PSBs, remains virtually unchanged until

the end of the plateau region, when the entire crystal is filled with PSBs. As plastic strain

amplitude increased in region B, the volume fraction of the PSBs increases according to
the rule ofmixtures

It was found that PSBs were embedded within the matrix composing the Winter's

two-phase model [18]. The model of Finney and Laird [13] using bowing out of edge

dislocations between walls in the PSB structure and the annihilation of screw components

15



by cross slip can also explain the saturation behaviors which was supported by TIEIVÍ

observations of Antonopoulos and winter [12] and Mughrabi et al. [16].

In the low amplitude part of region B, the matrix consists of a vein structure i¡r

which single slip prevails, whereas secondary slips form at high amplitudes leading to an

arangement of dipolar wall structure that resembles a cell structure as shown in Figure

2.8c.

In the high-amplitude region (region C), the stress again increases with increasing

strain amplitude and PSBs are observed to diminish because the capacity to form new

ladder PSBs is exhausted. As a result further structure changes are required to sustain the

increase in plastic strain. This region is charactenzedby the existence of pSB-like dense

dipolar walls and dislocation cell structures as shown in Figure 2.8d. Mughrabi [15]
suggested that a re¿urangement of the existing dislocations and, due to a stress build up,

secondary slip systems have been enhanced to contribute to the overall homogeneous

plastic deformation with no slip localization causing the cellular structure to form.

2.4 CYCLIC DEFORMATION

POLYCRYSTALLINE F. C. C. METALS

BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE-PH,ASE

Study of cyclic deformation of single-phase polycrystalline metals has the

advantageous in that anisotropy of mechanical response of the material can be neglected,

and in that no second phase particles complicate the microstructural observation.

In polycrystalline metals, the individual crystals have different orientations, and

the applied resolved shear stress for slip varies from grain to grain. The grain boundaries,

being regions of considerable atomic misfit, act as strong barriers to dislocation motion.

The stress strain curve is therefore not simply a single crystal curve averaged over

random orientations. Furthermore, the internal stresses around piled-up groups of
dislocations at the boundaries of grains that have yielded may cause sources in

l6
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Figure 2.8 Dislocation arrangements in copper single crystals [19]

(a) Formation of loop patches.
(b) PSB's form from the loop patches.
(c) Dipolar wall structure.
(d) Cell structure.
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neighboring grains to operate. Thus, the macroscopic yield stress at which all grains yield

depends on grain size.

In polycrystals the grains do not deform independently and each grain has its own
stress-strain characteristics. As a result the stress-strain response of polycrystals is not a
simple "aveÍage" over all the grains. Compatibility requirements between the grains of
polycrystals lead to the formation of secondary slips in the vicinity of the grain

boundaries. Also the equilibrium requirements between the grains result in the existence

of an internal stress field within the grains. In polycrystalline materials the textures

favoring multi-slip orientations have large effect on the behavior of polycrystals as

compared to single crystals.

Rasmussen and Pedersen [20], Bhat and Laid 1211, Kuokkala and Kettun en ly¡l
Laird and Buchinger [23] indicated that the polycrystal CSS curve exhibits a plateau

similar to that found in monocrystalline copper. Bhat and Laird [21] examined the data

available at their time (1978) and came to the conclusion that plateau behavior was a

general feature of both single-crystal and polycrystalline metals. They argued that the

occutTence of a plateau could be at least as general for polycrystalline materials as it
appears to be for single crystals of different metals and alloys. However, Lukas and Kunz

lzal and Gese et al. [25] reported no evidence of a plateau in the cyclic stress strain

curve as shown in Figure 2.9 andFigure 2.10 respectively.

Mughrabi [26,27] asserted that the saturation stress could not be governed by the

PSBs in a polycrystal as in the case of monocrystals, and the plateau could not be

expected to occur, because the ladder PSBs are believed to be observed in grains located

at the surface, but not be found in the interior of the grains.

In studies perflormed by Kettunen and Tiainen l28,2gl for commercially pure

copper, a plateau region with no increase in stress with the increase in the prescribed

cyclic strain was observed in CSS curves for both monocrystals and polycrystals as

shown in Figure 2. I 1. Rasmussen and Pedersen [30] observed that the cyclic stress-strain

t8
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(CSS) curve measured for polycrystals shows a "plateau" which reflects the plateau

displayed by the single crystal CSS curve as shown in Figure 2.12. However lMughrabi

[31] deduced that FCC polycrystals do not exhibit a plateau region in the CSS euuve in

strain-controlled tests as in the case of monocrystals as shown in Figure 2.13.

Bassim and Liu tl] performed cyclic tests on polycrystalline copper and

concluded that the CSS curve is characterized with the occurrence of a quasi-plateau

where a slight constant increase in stress is observed. Figure 2.14 shows CSS eurue in

polycrystalline copper.

2.5 CYCLIC DEFORMATION BEFIAVIOR OF POLYCRYSTALLINE NICKET.

Since both nickel and copper have the face centered cubic crystal structure and

have relatively high staking fault energies, one would expect the defonmation

characteristics to be similar. Morrison and Chopral32l, Polak et al [33] concluded that

polycrystalline copper and nickel exhibit similar cyclic deformation behavior and

demonstrated that similarities in the CSS behavior and evolution of dislocation stn¡etures

exist.

Previous work by Mughrabi et al. [16] demonstrated that monocrystal CSS curves

of nickel and copper are similar when shear stress is normalized with shear modulus as

shown in Figure 2.15. Using this method, similarities in the polycrystalline copper results

of Polak et al. [33] and nickel results of Morrison and Chopra 132) are shown in Figure

2.16 where the saturation stress amplitudes are normalized by dividing by Young's

modulus. They argued that the divergence of the results at high plastic strain amplitude

is due to the small grain size of the copper or differences in crystallographic texture. In

addition, other previous work on single and polycrystalline nickel indicated that there are

some similarities in the cyclic responses of nickel and copper [34,35]. Tabtre 2.1

summarizes microstructural observations in polycrystalline nickel at different plastic

strain amplitudes.
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Plastic Strain
Amplitude Surface Observations

Transmission Electron
Microscopy

2.5 x 1O-s

8.0 x 10-s

2.5 x 1Oa

5.0 x 104

few isolated slip bands

Number of slip bands
increased

PSB macro-bands formed

Loop-patch / channel (vein)

Vein structure, PSBs

Homogeneous thinner PSBs Vein, PSBs, Labyrinth*, cell

5.0 x 104 and
below

2.5 x 1O-3

Predominate single slip
Secondary slip systems

Secondary slip systems
Wavy appearance slip bands

Cell type of dislocation
structure

'. While the labyrinth sfucture was frequenüy seen in the fine-grain specimen cycled at S.0 x l0a,
this sûucfure was not observed in coarse-graín nicket.

Table 2.1 Summary of microstructural observations on polycrystalline nickel
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2.6 CYCLIC DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR OF POLYCRYSTALLINE ALI]ÀifiNTUM

Li et al. [36] conducted fully reversed strain-controlled push-pull tests on

polycrystalline commercially pure aluminum and noted the absence of plateau region in

the cyclic stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 2.17

Jo-Chi Tsou [37] studied the cyclic deformation behavior of pure polycrystalline

aluminum over a range of strain amplitudes using conventional fatigue testing methods.

Cyclic hardening response revealed a rapid increase in stress in the early stage of
deformation and a gradual decreasing rate toward a steady state of stress amplitude

response as shown in Figure 2.18. In addition, the cyclic stress strain curve shown in

Figure 2.19 exhibited an increase in the saturated stress amplitude with increasing plastic

strain amplitude. The increase in the stress was found to be faster at lower strain

amplitude and became more gradual at higher strain amplitude, which has been observed

for most FCC polycrystals.

The dominant surface slip character is the persistent slip band (PSB) structure,

which could not be found within interior gains from TEM observations. The explanation

of the existence of PSBs on the surface not in the interior could be the result of less grain

boundary restriction on the slip activity near the surface and at those places, dislocation

activity is closer to that of single-slip condition.

TEM observations revealed only the dislocation cell structure as the dominant

deformation structure of deformed aluminum. It was observed that cell walls consist of
large number of dislocation meshes and some edge dipoles near and within cell walls,

which their thickness decreases with increasing strain amplitude. In addition, cells are

more equiaxed at large strain amplitude fatigue.

Giese et al. l25l conducted fatigue study on coarse-grained (216 pm)

polycrystalline aluminum tested at room temperature in tension-compression under total

strain control conditions. They concluded that the dependence of the stress amplitude o"
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on the cumulative strain e"*r, is determined by the plastic strain amplitude e". At small

amplitudes a softening stage has been found while at large cumulative strains the cyclic

hardening curves exhibits a tendency to saturation. The dependence of the saturation

stress oa"s on e" has been shown to obey a simple power_law with the exponent n of v¿ as

shown in Figure 2.10.

Guichon et al. [38] performed cyclic deformation studies on polycrystalline

aluminum fatigued under total strain control conditions at room temperature. They

concluded that as a consequence both of a high value ofthe staking fault energy and of
high dislocation mobility at room temperature, a cellular structure of dislocations appears

very soorL as early as the first cycle, in fatigued pure aluminum in all strain ranges. PSBs

or labyrinth structures have not been observed even in the vicinity of the specimen

surface. They explained that cell walls contribute to plastic deformation and the interface

nature between cell walls and cell interiors is probably the contributing factor.

Another TEM study on polycrystalline aluminum fatigued at 7TK by Charsley

and Harris [39] revealed the presence of matrix structure consisting of dense irregular

regions of dislocation loop patches with narrow irregular channels, which have a

relatively low dislocation density. The dislocations, which cross the channels of the

structure, have a single value of the Burgers vector and are close to a screw orientation.

2.7 CYCLIC DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR

Cyclic deformation behavior as depicted by the cyclic stress-strain curve of
monocrystalline and polycrystalline metals and alloys depends strongly on history,

microstructure, and test conditions. Such dependence would explain the different

experimental results and conclusions reached by researchers. This section briefly

summarizes previous findings on the study of low cycle fatigue of metals and alloys such

as the effect of testing conditions, plastic strain amplitude, and grain structure on the

cyclic deformation response.
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2.7.1Effect of Testing Conditions

Winter F8l and Marchand et al. [40] found that polycrystals tested at low srra¡n

rate exhibited a plateau in the CSS curve Although Figueroa et al [41] did not find a true

plateau under constant strain control tests in copper, they observed a plateau in constant

stress testing under cyclic loading.

Llanes and Laird [42] showed that the CSSC of copper polycrystals is sensitive to

different values of peak stress during the ramp-loading process of initiating tests. The

dependence of the CSSC on the peak stress decreases with increasing the plastic strain

amplitude and is almost negligible for values higher than 4.0-5.0 x lOa as shown in

Figute 2.20. Yan et al. 143,44) have also found that the cyclic deformation tends to be

more strongly and more uniformly localized than in tests at constant amplitude, if the

tests are initiated by the rampJoading method used by Neumann [a5]. In addition, Wang

and Laird [46] reported a plateau, which occurred at a stress value of 98 MPa in
polycrystalline copper tested in strain control if the specimens \¡/ere previously ramped at

stress levels above 64 MPa. They concluded that a plateau could be induced in the

polycrystalline copper CSS curve by initiating the experiment under a rampJoading

condition that favored single slip and enhanced the formation of PSBs. Also Lukas et al.

[47] have also concluded that ramp-loading appeared to have the strongest effect,

resulting in higher degrees of strain localization leading to a plateau in the CSS curve.

2.7.2Effect of Plastic Strain Amplitude

Polak et al. [33] studied cyclic deformation of polycrystalline copper of medium

grain size (50 pm) and concluded that after the saturation or the achievement of loeal

stress maximum, secondary hardening or appreciable secondary softening, depending on

the applied plastic strain amplitude was present. Copper specimens cycled at plastic strain

amplitudes below 7 x lOa experienced cyclic softening due to the localization of plastie

strain in PSBs and the condensation of the existing dislocation structure. On the other
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hand, secondary hardening has been reported in polycrystalline copper cycled at pnastie

strain amplitudes above approximately 7 x l0a.

C.D. Liu and M.N. Bassim [48] found that polycrystalline copper tested in fatigue

at incremental strain amplitudes displays sequential strain hardening behavior and had the

same stress as at conventional constant strain amplitudes. However, when tested at

decremental strain amplitudes, it displays a sequential strain softening and had a history

effect on the stress as compared with that at conventional constant strain amplitudes. In

addition, they concluded that the incremental loading produced a dislocation wall

structure similar to that at constant amplitudes. Under the decremental loading, the

cellular dislocation structure formed at higher strain amplitude reconverts to labyrimth

structure. This degeneration process was found to be incomplete and the disloeation

structure remained dense dipolar walls.

Guichon et al. [38] concluded that the lower strain amplitude and thc cyele

number are, the higher will be the microstructure heterogeneity. On the other hand,

dislocation cell walls were observed better condensed with increasing strain amplitudes

or cycle number.

2.7.3 Etrect of Grain size

Grain size modifies the rate at which a polycrystal hardens to a degree that

depends on whether dislocations are affanged in cells or in coplanar ¿urays, i.e. wavy or
planar slip. Furthermore, the plastic strains over which grain size effects are important

also depend on slip character

Johnston and Feltner [a9] studied the effect of grain size on the strain hardening

response of cyclically deformed polycrystalline copper and concluded that the influenee

of grain size on the plastic deformation can be explained in terms of strain compatibiltty,

which constitutes the very foundation of grain boundary effects. The need to maimtain

continuity of plastic strain across grain boundaries between randomly oriented neighbors
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demand that multiple slip systems or shear modes be brought into operation when the

polycrystal as a whole is deformed. As the strain level increases, the number of different

slip systems necessary to maintain continuity of strain increases. While strain

compatibility induces the operation of many slip systems, the latter causes the rate of
strain hardening to increase by the interaction between individual systems generating

dislocation barriers, debris which afFect the mobility and mean free path of dislocations in

the interior of the grain.

Llanes [50] showed that Grain size effect on polycrystalline copper was more

pronounced at low plastic strain amplitude and diminished at high plastic strain

amplitude. In contrast, the study performed by Morrison [51] on Fine-grain (24¡rm)

polycrystalline nickel reflects exactly the opposite behavior (from Llanes [50] study). A
large difference in saturation stress at high plastic strain amplitude (i.e. fine-grain nickel

'saturates at higher stress amplitude than the coarse-grain nickel) was noted. A small

difference or no difference in saturation stress at low plastic strain amplitude was noted

as shown nFigure2.2l.

Morrison [51] concluded from his study on polycrystalline nickel that secondary

hardening is more pronounced in the fine-grain material and is related to an increase in

back stress. Whereas, no secondary hardening is evident in the coarse-grain nickel as

shown inFigure2.22.

Mughrabi et al. 126l reported that grain size also influences the slip character of
the material and it has been shown that the onset of multiple slips occurs at lower plastic

strain amplitudes in fine-grain than in coarse grain copper. Mughrabi and Wang [52]
studied the cyclic stress-strain response of polycrystalline copper with grain sizes ranging

from 25 pm to 400 pm and found that grain size had very little effect on cyclic stress-

strain response.

Polak et al [33], Wang and Mughrabi [53], Kuokkala and Kettunenl2?l studied

cyclic deformation of fine-grain and coarse-grain copper. They found that secondary
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hardening was reported in fine-grain copper cycled at plastic strain amplitude of 7 x lga
but not in coarse-grain copper cycled at plastic strain amplitude of 4 x l0-3. They

concluded that secondary hardening occurs at lower plastic strain amplitudes and earlier

in the fatigue test in polycrystalline than in monocrystalline copper because of the greater

tendency for multiple slip in polycrystals. The occurrence of secondary hardening is

related to the activation of secondary slip systems and the formation of a dislocation cell

structure with increasing misorientations.

Figueroa et al. [41] observed a plateau in the CSSC of fine-grained copper (grain

size of 35 ¡rm) cycled under load control. Rasmussen and Perdersen [20] found an

insignificant plateau in coarse-grained copper (grain size of l50prm) cycled under plastic

strain control. Kuokkala et al. [54] reported an extensive plateau (extending over almost

one order of the plastic strain) in very coarse-grained copper (grain size of 2mm) cycled

under conditions of controlled plastic strain.

Lukas and Kunz l24l have shown that a large grain size in copper gives a higher

flow stress than does small-gained copper and changes the shape of CSSC. As shown in

Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24, there is no plateau in fine-grained copper but there is a bulge

in coarse-grained copper. The plateau in single crystals and the bulge in coarse-grained

polycrystals both correspond to the continuous increase in the volume occupied by the

PSBs. Lukas and Kunz [55] also found that at low strain amplitude, the saturation stress

of copper increased as grain size increased. However, at higher strain amplitudes the fine

grain copper exhibited a slightly higher saturation stress

Horibe et al. [56] found that coarse grain age-hardened I.J-4%oCu alloy exhibited a

higher saturation stress than fine grain material. CSSC has been found to vary

systematically with grain size, finally showing a plateau with essentially zero slope when

the grain size exceeds lmm. In addition, Tiainen and Kettunen [28] have reported a

proper "horizontal" plateau in polycrystalline copper extending over the range of
longitudinal strain amplitudes from 5 x 10-5 to 3 x lOa, where the grain size was roughly

2mm.
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Llanes and Laird l42l reported that the grain size has a significant effect on the cycXi-c

stress-strain response of polycrystalline copper in the low amplitude regime. The;

saturation stress depends on the grain size in the range of plastic strain amplitude studled

and there exists a "threshold", corresponding to a grain size of 85 ¡rm, below which the

grain size has no effect on the cyclic flow stress. They reported that the effect of grarn

size on saturation stress was the opposite to that predicted by a Hall-Petch type o,f

argument which is a reduction of grain size cause a decrease in the cyclic saturation stress

(i.e. coarse-grain copper had a higher saturation stress than fine-grain copper).

Morrison, Chopra and Jones [57] reported the opposite effect in polycrystalline

nickel-270. They concluded that grain refinement reduces the degree of bulk cyclic strar¡ri

localization in PSBs and increases fatigue life. (i.e. fine grain nickel exhibited a higher

cyclic saturation stress than coarse grain nickel).

Boettneç Laird and McEvily [58] reported from their studies that at high strarrr

amplitudes and for materials in which cross-slip is easy, sensitivity of the fatigue life lccr

grain size exists. On the other hand, Thompson and Backofen [59] concluded that at

somewhat lower amplitudes, the fatigue behavior appears to be insensitive to the graln

size

2.7 -4 secondary cyclic Hardening and the Role of grain boundary

The secondary hardening behavior is dependent on microstructural changes taking;

place during cyclic loading, such as the activation of secondary slip systems and the,

formation of a dislocation cell structure with increasing disorientation and decreasing cell

sizes. In cyclic deformation, the build-up of constraint stresses between adjacent grains,

the dislocation pile-ups, and PSB impingement against grain boundaries will activate

secondary slip systems to operation and increase the resistance to dislocation motion. As

a result, grain boundaries will promote an early occurrence of secondary hardening anel

enhance the strength.
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Xia et al. [60] found that secondary hardening is observable in a certain range of
strain amplitudes, which depends on the grain size of the specimen. Xa et al. and Wang

et al [61-63] studied the secondary cyclic hardening in coarse-grained alumin¡.rrn

polycrystals and claimed that the strain incompatibility at gain boundaries made an

important contribution to secondary cyclic hardening

2.8 CONFIGURATION AND EVOLUTION OF DISLOCATION STRUCTURES

Dislocation structures produced by cyclic strain deformation have been examined

in a number of metals by transmission electron microscopy. These studies have produced

a variety of interesting and often seemingly conflicting results. For example, different

investigators have reported such structural features as cells 164, 65f, bands of tangled

dislocations [64, 66], dense patches or clusters of prismatic dislocation loops f67,68f,
planar amays 164,69f, and various combinations or mixtures of these different structures-

Muglrabi l3l,71,7ll and Laird et al. [72] conducted TEM analysis on face-

centered cubic metals, particularly Cu and Ni fatigued at room temperature and reveale<j

the formation of a matrix structure at low fatigue amplitudes which is replaced, either

wholly or partially, by a more compact or "condensed" dislocation structure at larger

values of cumulative plastic strain. In addition, they observed a'ladder structures'formed

from primary dislocation dipoles, which are stacked in walls perpendicular to their

Burgers vectors. In multiple slip orientations a common feature is the formation of walls

on 2 sets of { 100} planes - the so-called labyrinth structure.

Liu et al. [19] studied the evolution of dislocation structures in fatigued

polycrystalline copper and correlated such evolution to the cyclic deformation behavior

as depicted by the cyclic stress-strain curve. They concluded that the dislocation

structures are ¿uranged into three types of dipolized dislocation configurations, wtiiah

correspond to the three regions in the cyclic stress strain curve. All three types of
dislocation structures contain rather free dislocation channels, which are terminated hy

loop patches or ladders in PSBs or walls regardless of their contribution to the strain

hardening.
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Another study by Liu and Bassim [73] reveled that the dislocation structures can

be viewed as form of dipolar structure irrespective of the difference in their appearance

such as loop patch, PSB, labyrinth and dipolar wall. They explained that the differences

befween the dislocation structures are due to being compressed at different levels with
different spacings. They concluded that the saturated stress is linearly related to the

inverse spacing between the dislocation walls as shown inEigurez.25.

2.8. 1 Two-Phase Structure

Intense studies of the dislocation structures in copper single crystals lead to the

proposal of a simple model of the behavior of the PSBs in single crystals as a bulk feature

(winter tlSl) The model considers the fatigue properties of copper as being correlated

with a two-phase system, the two phases being the inactive matrix structure and the

active PSB structure. Therefore the model is called the two-phase model, and it originates

from the observation that the relative amount of PSBs increases with increasing plastic

strain amplitude. So the fatigue crystal seems to adjust the relative amounts of the active

and inactive phases to accommodate the applied strain ampritude.

Woods (10) reported that the dislocation microstructure in copper single crystal

contains two phases, the relative abundances of which depend on the strain amplitude. At
low amplitudes, the 'uncondensed phase', contains irregular clumps and veins of
dislocations separated by relatively undislocated material. At higher plastic strain

amplitudes (0.3%) the 'condensed phase' known as the 'wall structure' contains a three-

dimensional array of regularly spaced dislocation wall peqpendicular to the primary slip

direction. It has been found that the 'uncondensed phase', or in Winter's notation the

'matrix', is associated with the inactive parts of the specimen between the persistent slip

bands and is presumably intrinsically stronger that the wall structure. A typical two-phase

dislocation structure is shown inEigure2.26.
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stress for cycled polycrystalline copper [73]
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Figure 2.26 PSBs and matrix veins constituting a two-phase structure [74]
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2.8.2 Loop Patch Structure

Liu and Bassim [75] studied the configuration of saturated dislocation loop patch

structures in polycrystalline copper fatigued at low strain amplitudes and revealed that

three types of low-energy dislocation patch structures were observed as follows.

2 8.2.1 Cylindrical Loop Patches

Cylindrically shaped loop patches (Figure 2.27) consist of dipolar debris with a

primary Burgers vector. This type of loop patch is constructed from the deposition of
edge dipolar debris in the process of sweeping screw dislocations in the free-dislocation

channels. An example of edge dipolar debris in the free-dislocation channel is shown in

Figure 2.28.

2.8.2.2 Irregular Loop Patches

Irregular loop patches (Figure 2.29) are predominated by two kinds of dislocation

and are developed mainly from the staking of their dipolar debris and loops. The

irregular loop patches are found in the grains oriented with double slip.

2.8.2.3 Cellular Loop Patches

Cellular loop patches (Figure 2.30) contain four types of dislocations; three of
them have dipolar debris and loops. It is believed that the cellular loop patches are

formed in grains oriented for multislip.

In addition to the three types of loop patch structure, cubic sessile dislocations are

formed to coexist with the irregular loop patches and the cellular loop patches in

polycrystalline copper at low strain amplitude of l.2xl0-5. The cubic sessile dislocations

are formed from the reaction between edge dislocations and screw dislocations, which are

perpendicular to each other.
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Figure 2.29 rnegular loop patches in polycrystalline copper [75]
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Figure 2.30 Cellular loop patches in polycrystalline copper [75]
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2.8.3 Persistent Slip Bands (PSBs)

Persistent slip bands are the most prominent feature developed during cycling

loading. They mark the onset of plateau region in the cyclic stress-strain curve and they

are considered the sites for crack initiation. This name originated from the fact that
during fatigue studies, certain grains with the "softest" orientation for plastic deformation

formed intense bands, which "persisted" when a thin layer of the surface was removed by

electro-polishing. Mughrabi l2,l5l defines PSBs as highly localized soft thin lamellae of
high slip activity located parallel to the primary slip plane. Liu et al llTl define pSBs on

the polycrystals as short and straight thin lines that a¡e found to be restriøed within the

grains and cover a very small area. As explained by Wang and Mughrabi [53] pSBs do

not always maintain constancy of structure. If fatigue failure is delayed by cycling in
vacuum, then the dipolar walls eventually transform to cells by "secondary hardening".

Such persistent slip band structures have recently been discovered in

polycrystalline copper under low strain amplìtude fatigue. At such low plastic strain

amplitude fatigue deformation is inhomogeneous, and as result of this non-uniform

deformation, some grains may be deformed in single slip condition. Since single slip is
the requirement of forming persistent slip band structure (PSB), pSB could be found in

those grains. For larger strain amplitude fatigue of polycrystalline metals, multiple slip

may occur in the early stage of deformation which would suppress the formation of
PSBs. [20] As a result, cyclic deformation of polycrystalline metals at medium to large

strain amplitude should result in formation of cell structure.

In the 60s vast studies of dislocation structures in fatigued copper were

performed. Basinski et al. I l] investigated the development of dislocation arrangements

during the early stages of cyclic hardening of copper single crystals. They revealed the

formation of a 3D network of interconnected veins packed tightly with mainly primary

edge dislocations in dense multipole configuration, separated by dislocation-poor regions

as shown in Figure 2.31. This structure, called the matrix structure, is a metastable

structure and a local breakdown occurs after the veins have hardened to a critical extent
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at which they can no longer accommodate the imposed plastic strain amplitude. The veins
condense into a so-called wall structure, which appears as a characteristic ladderlike
structure viewed in a (l2l)-section. This is illustrated inFigure 2.32

2.8.3.1 Persistent Slip Band formation and plateau region

Finney and Laird [l3] and Winter [l8] found that in the regime of the plateau,

loop patch structures and PSB structure coexist and the flow stress of the pSBs is a little
softer than that of the loop patch structures. Consequently the strain is highly localized in
the PSBs. The volume fraction of PSBs increases when more overall strain is called for
by application of higher strain amplitude to the specimen. Throughout the plateau, the
PSB structure consists of dipolar walls dominated by primary dislocations. Since this
structure is reasonably constant, differing only in the height of the dipolar walls as the
strain amplitude is increased, the flow stress is approximately constant, at least until the
whole gage length is occupied by dipolar walls. At still higher strains, increasing activity
on secondary slip systems produces the well-known fatigue cell structure in which wall
misorientations are negligible, and the plateau give way to increased hardening.

The localization of plastic strain in persistent slip bands causes pronounced
changes in the shape of the hysteresis loop. Such strain localization in pSBs would lead

to more parallelogram-shaped hysteresis loop, which causes an increase in loop shape
parameter, v¡¡ and decrease in hardening coefficient, H. [15,76-7g]

2.8.3.2 Dislocation Structure of Matrix and pSB

Both the matrix and the PSBs can be visualized as composite consisting of hard

dislocation-rich component (matrix) and soft dislocation-poor component (pSBs) as

shown in Figure 2.32- PSBs consist of low dislocation density channels separated
uniformly by walls of edge dislocations forming a ladderlike structure, which occupy
smaller volume fraction. On the other hand the matrix consists of a clustered bundles of
veins separated by dislocation-poor channels.
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Figure 2.31TEM micrograph of a copper singre crystar. The vein strustu¡rehas condensed into a wall sirucn re. ¡ìã1
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Figure 2.32Wall structure appears as the characteristic ladder-like structure [16]
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2 8.3.3 Dislocation Arrangements in Saturation

The dislocation structure of the PSB is significantly different from that of tlle
matrix with its loop patches. It essentially consists of a cleared channel intemrpted Tr5,

rather thin-but dense- hedges of dislocations with an average wall-to-wall spacing of
approximately 1.5 pm (characteristic of room-temperature deformation, at least at rooryr

temperature). [6]

The dislocation distributions in the matrix and in the pSBs are illustrateef

schematically in Figure 233 The edge-dislocation dipole loops form the dense veins lm
the matrix as shown in Figure 2.33a, whereas in the PSBs they form the wall or ladder

structure as shown in Figure 2.33b. Because of the high local edge-dislocation densltiesr"

the veins and the walls are much harder than "channels" between thenç which contain

mainly screw dislocation in much lower density. Since the volume fraction occupied b5r

the hard walls in the PSBs is much smaller than that occupy by the hard veins ln thc
matrix, PSBs are relatively. soft with respect to the matrix. As a result, pSBs act like a

soft layer sandwiched within a harder matrix. [2]

As shown in Figure 2.33 the dislocation arangement in the PSBs is charactenized

by the following differences, which reflect the much larger strain localized in the FSBs

with respect to that of the matrix [16]:

The dense dislocation ¿urays occupy a smaller volume fraction.

The density of free mobile screw dislocations is higher.

Many short curved edge dislocation segments bowing out of the walls of the pSB

structure indicates the existence of long-range internal stresses at these sites whereas

there is no such evidence of internal stresses in the matrix.

As shown in Figure 2.34, dislocation segments in the center of the channels are

much less strongly curved than those near the walls. At the walVchannel interfaces, ttrtere

is an abundance of short strongly curved edge-dislocation segments bowing away frorn
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the walls. The local stress is found to be as large as 70-80 MPa near the walls and only 15

MPa in the center of the channel. Figure 2.35 is a TEM micrograph of PSB dislocation

wall-structure. The PSB-walls are clusters of narrow elongated dipolar primary edge-

dislocation loops, corresponding to a high local dislocation density. The so-called

channels between the walls contain a much lower dislocation density with predominant

screw-character dislocations. It is clearly shown in this figure the screw segments bowing

away from the walls across the channels.

2.8.4 Labyrinth Structure

A typical "labyrinth" configuration of the wall phase is shown in Figure 2.36. It
has been assumed that the walls of the labyrinth structure can be of the {100}-type for
nickel single crystals [3a]. In addition, it has been found that walls are parallel to <100>

with a spacing of 0.75¡rm as in the observation of Winter and coworkers on copper [79]
and of Charsley on copper-nickel polycrystals [80]. In the labyrinth configuratiorL more

than two Burgers vectors can be operative locally. Although this structure is apparently

complex, its components pertaining to the wall phase has some analogy with the structure

of PSBs.

2.8.5 Cellular Structure

The last stage in the evolution of dislocation structures in fatigue is the formation

of cell structure. Cell structure formation is triggered by the onset of multiple glide when

non-primary dislocations (i.e. secondary dislocations) are operative because the stress

becomes large enough to start slip on non-primary systems. The cell structure constitutes

a near-minimum energy configuration of the stored dislocation content. Figure 2.37 is a
TEM photograph of dislocation cellular structure.
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Figure 2.36Typical labyrinth structure of the matrix phase [51]
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Figure 2.37 TBMmicrograph of closed cellular structure [19]
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2.9 MECHAMSM OF CYCLIC DEFORMATION

2.9.1 Mechanism of Steady-State Cyclic Deformation

The basic requirement of cyclic steady-state deformation is that the dislocation

density does not change. This requirement is achieved by the absence of disloeation

annihilation and multiplication or by a dynamic equilibrium between dislocation

annihilation and multiplication. The vein structure in the matrix accommodates the small

plastic strain by the flip-flop motion of existing dislocation dipoles until the saturation.

Since in saturation neither multiplication nor annihilation of dislocations occurs in the

vein structure a steady-state cyclic deformation is reached.

The wall structure in the PSBs undergoes continuous changes namely dislocation

multiplication when the edge dislocation bow out of the walls and become entangfed rn

neighboring walls and dislocation annihilation when the edge dislocations that are newly

formed in the wake of moving screw dislocations are incorporated into the walls. As the

result of the dynamic equilibrium between dislocation multiplication and annihilation a

localized dislocation activity exists in the PSBs at which state the steady-state cyelie

deformation is reached.

Steady state is maintained by an equilibrium between dislocation multiplication

and annihilation of (edge and screw) dislocations, not only in the channels but also in the

walls. Because of compatibility requirements, there must be a constant dislocation fl¡¡x
through the channels and the walls in the fully plastic state.

2.9.2Mechanism of dislocation behavior in the dipolar wall structure

Typical dipolar wall structure is shown in Figure 2.38. It is agreed by Mughrabi

et al. [14] that screw dislocations carry the bulk of the strain in the pSBs. Ku¡lmann-
Wilsdorf and Laird [81] imagined screw dislocations as gliding down the chamels

between the dipolar walls, usually in coordinated fashion between adjacent channel, afld

interacting with walls by laying down edge dislocations. Finney and Laird [13]
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suggested that the screw dislocations are formed by the bowing of edge dislocations out

of the walls and their gliding across the channel to the opposite wall, where the edge

component becomes trapped by the dipolar wall and the screw dislocations are released

to glide down the channel until they encounter screw dislocations of opposite sign which

can mutually annihilate by cross slip. If screw dislocations are annihilated, it is necessary,

as Mughrabi and coworkers [16] have pointed out, also to annihilate the edge dislocations

trapped in the walls. Such annihilation could occur only by climb and would produce

point defects, especially vacancies. Figure 2.39 is a TEM micrographs showing the

presence of primary and secondary screw dislocations bowing out and gliding down

across the channels between the dipolar walls.

2.9.3 Stacking-Fault Energy and Cross Slip

Materials response to cyclic deformation can be classified as wavy slip or planar

slip, which is related to the ease with which dislocations cross-slip [82,83]. Materials

with high SFE such as Al, Ni, Cu and Fe [82] are \¡/avy slip materials, which have been

shown to exhibit unique cyclic stress-strain behavior. Materials with low SFE, because

the cross-slipping of screw dislocations is suppressed show more planar slip and history

dependent stress-strain behavior, such as Cu-7.5%Al [83].

The stacking-fault energy (SFE) of the material has a large effect on the

deformation substructures of cyclically strained materials and hence on the cyclic stress-

strain behavior. Depending on the stacking fault energy as it relates to the ease of cross-

slip of dislocations, materials with high stacking fault energy (SFE) tend to exhibit

dislocations arranged in tangles or equiaxed cells those with low SFE tend to exhibit

deformation substructures characterized by two-dimensional banded, linear arrays of
dislocations such as persistent slip band (PSB).

In low-SFE metals cross-slip is more difficult to form because the dislocations

have to constrict in order to change slip planes. Therefore, the dislocations arr¿ìnge

themselves into parallel bands such as PSB. On the other hand the metals with high SFE
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Figure 2.38 TEM micrograph of dipolar wall structure [19]
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Figure 2.39 Screw dislocations gliding in the channels between wall structure l74l
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exhibit a formation of cross slips that are considered an influence in the annihilaticxl

process of screw dislocations, which suppress the formation of pSBs [g4,95].

Dislocation mobility that strongly affeøs dislocation substructures stability

depends on the material's stacking fault energy (SFE). When SFE is high, dislocation

mobility is great because of enhanced cross-slip; conversely, cross-slip is restricted in

low SFE materials. As a result, some materials cyclically harden or soften more

completely than others [6a]. For example, in a relatively high SFE material such as

copper, initially hard samples cyclically strain soften, and initially soft samples cyclically

harden; thus, the cyclically stabilized condition is the same regardless of the initial state

of the material as shown in Figure 2.40a. In this case, the mechanical properties of the

material in the stabilized state are independent of prior strain history. This is not true for a
low stacking fault energy material, where restricted cross-slip will prevent the

development of a cornmon dislocation state from an initially hard and soft conditions,

respectively. Figure 2.40b shows that the low SFE material will cyclically soften or

hardeq but a final stabilized state is never completely achieved and is not equivalent for
the.two different starting conditions. For such materials, the "final" cyclically stabilized

state is dependent on prior strain history [64]. Table 2.2 lists stacking fault energies of
f c.c. materials studied in this project including Cu-Znalloy as an example of flc.c. alloy.

It is apparent that factors, which favor easy cross slip of screw dislocations lead to

the formation of cells and dipoles during fatigue. On the other hand, factors that favor

difficult cross slip lead to multipoles and planar arays. Variation in dislocation pattern

appears to be determined chiefly by three variables, namely, slip character of the

material, test temperature, and strain amplitude as shown schematically in Figure 2.41

[86]
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Material Stacking fault enerry [mJ/mzl
Aluminum 166

Nickel t25

Copper 55

Cu-l5YoZn 27

Table 2.2 stacþ'tng fault energy values of f c.c. metals and ailoys
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CHAPTER THREE: E)GERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The metals that are being tested in this study are 99.Oyo purity aluminum

belonging to the 1100 series and 99.53%o purity nickel. The chemical compositions of
aluminum and nickel are listed in Table 3.1. Both the aluminum and nickel rod stocks

were machined into cylindrical fatigue specimens according to ASTM E466 standard.

But prior to fatigue testing, sample preparation was carried out on both materials. A
grain size of approximately 40 ¡rm was obtained for both metals, by performing the

appropriate heat treatments. The heat-treated specimens were then subjected to low cycle

fatigue tests performed under constant strain amplitude control for various strain

amplitudes. The tested specimens were then sectioned and prepared for microscopic

examination. A detailed description of the experimental procedure followed in this study

is provided in this chapter.

In order to be consistent with previous studies performed on aluminum and

nickel, the experimental procedure and test parameters used in this study closely follow
the methods used by Bassim and Liu [] in their study of low cycle fatigue of
polycrystalline copper.

3.2 SPECIMEN PREPARATION

A set of specimens for each of the two materials was machined to the specimen

geometry shown on Figure 3.1 prior to heat treatment. These specimens were prepared to
ASTM specifications E466 [5]. To permit mounting to the test fixture the specimens were

threaded at both ends. In addition, to eliminate stress concentration, large radii were

machined at the ends of the gauge length of the specimens, as indicated in Figure 3.1.

The aluminium and nickel specimens were then heat treated at 500"C for 3h¡s and at

650"C for 52h¡s respectively All specimens were wrapped up with steel foil wrap before

putting them in the furnace in order to minimise surface oxidation. Both of these heat

treatments yielded a grain size of approximately 40pn.
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Material Chemical Compositions (%)
Aluminium 1100 0.f5 max (Si + ¡s¡,0.05-0.2 (Cu), 0.t '**@min. (Al)

Nickel200 0.35 max. (Si),0.25 max. (Cu),0.35 max. (Mn@
max. (S), 0.15 max. (C), 99 min. (Ni)

Table 3.1 Chemical compositions of polycrystalline aluminium and nickel
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Figure 3.I specimen geometry according to ASTM Standard E466 [s]
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3.3 OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Samples were prepared, polished and etched for microscopic exam¡nation.

Various chemical solutions as well as electro-etching were used in an attempt to reveal

the microstructure of aluminium. Fluoboric acid is the elecro-etchant that revealed the

microstructure of aluminium shown in Figure 3.2. The chemical solution used for
etching nickel consists of a mixture of 50ml acetic acid and 50 rnl nitric acid GNO¡).
The microstructure of nickel is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.4 LOW CYCLE FATIGUE TESTING PARAMETERS

In order to produce meaningful data for the generation of CSS curves and to allow

comparison to previous.studies, the appropriate test parameters have been chosen. T'he

parameters used in the current study closely follow the test parameters used by lEassun

and Liu [].

3.4.1 Strain Control

Low cycle fatigue testing was performed under strain-controlled conditions as

opposed to load-controlled conditions. Based on previous studies, it has been noted that

for small plastic strain under load controlled conditions, cell structures could be aneated

and the plateau region could be suppressed due to the high starting loads. Therefore

fatigue cycling is performed under strain-controlled conditions. The produet of, the

frequency and the total strain range (i.e. strain rate) was kept constant at lE-04.

3.4.2 Strain Amplitude Range

The strain amplitude values used for aluminum and nickel ranged from l.0E-03 to
l.1E-02. It should be noted that before these values are entered into the control unit trrey

are multiplied by the gauge lengh of the displacement gauge since it measures tlne

elongation of the specimen along its gauge length. In addition, the intermediate strain
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Figure 3.2 Optical micrograph of the microstructure of polycrystalline aluminium
Etchant: Fluoboric acid.
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Figure 3.3 Optical micrograph of the microstructure of polycrystalline ruekel
Etchant: 50ml acetic acid and 50 rnl nitric acid (HNOr).
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amplitude values were chosen by creating a rough cyclic stress-strain curve from various
samples. In order to firmly define the transition between regions in the cyclic stress-strain

curve' the strain amplitudes for the remaining test specimens were chosen to lie closely to
the transitional areas.

3.4.3 Wave Form Control

The use of a triangular waveform results in a constant strain rate throughout a

cycle' Whereas the use of a sine wave for the strain waveform results in a continually
varying strain rate during the course of one cycle. Therefore, a triangular waveform was
used for testing in the current study.

3.4.4 Frequency Control

The first concern, once the testing equipment has been balanced and calibrated, is
to select the testing frequency. For cyclic frequencies of 0.1 to about l0 Hz and
isothermal conditions, no significant differences in the life of metals at room temperature
were found [3]. The testing frequency is more dependent on the system capabilities. The
recording equipment and the dynamic characteristics of the extensometer usually limit
the actual test frequencies, which can be employed [3]. The frequency used for cycling
fatigue testing was adjusted such that the strain rate was constant in companion tests at
different strain amplitudes.

3.5 LOW CYCLE FATIGUE TEST SET-UP

The specimen is firstly bolted into the upper fixture, then the hydraulic actuator is
moved upwards until the lower end of the test fixture can be hand tightened to the
actuator. A zero control load is then entered into the control unit allowing the lower bolts
to be tightened further without incurring a preJoad on the specimen. The extensometer
with an effective gauge length of 10mm was carefully positioned along the gauge length
of the specimen using small elastic bands. When the specimen and extensometer in place
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the next step is to select the desired strain-time waveform and the frequency ar¡ v;¡,r.;h the

test will be run

3.5.1 Instron 1332 Servo-Hydraulic Test Unit

Fatigue testing was conducted using the Instron 1332 testing machine, r,",!:j.c}i ís

connected to the Instron 8500 programmable control unit. The Instron 1332 unit has a

load cell with a full load scale of l000kg/1v. It is capable of accurately produeir:g low
strain amplitudes in the range of 10E-03 to 10E-05mm, which is actually necessa-riy fbr
performing strain controlled low cycle fatigue tests. The servo-hydraulic test unit applies

a load with a hydraulic actuator while a computer-controlled servomechanism eontrols

the oil flow to the actuator. The specimen is mounted on the test unit between tl.le

actuator and the load cell by screwing it into the test fixrure. Figure 3.4 is a photograplt of
the test unit as well as testing set up.

The Instron 8500 programmable control unit is used to set up all the testrlng

parameters. Furthermore, the Instron 8500 programmable control unit receives data frorri

the displacement gauge and the load cell during fatigue testing. This data are {ihen

processed by the computer and based on the programmed test parameters, feedbaek ls

sent back to the servo valve to control the hydraulic actuator. This data is also sent ttl an

X-Y analogue chart plotter, which generate the stress-strain hysteresis loops from .w,hieh

the saturated stress and plastic strain can be determined. Figure 3 5 is a block diagra;ln of
the control unit showing the input and output signals.

3.6 LOW CYCLE FATIGIIE TESTING

These tests were conducted at room temperature under sFnmetric tensrori and

compression at constant total strain amplitudes. Each specimen was tested at a ao,nstant

strain rate of 104 until the saturation stress was reached. The saturation stress¡ was

determined when there is no further increase in saturation stress observed in hysteres*s
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Figure 3.4 Photograph of Instron 1332 testing instrument, Instron 8500 programmable
unit and chart recorder
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of fatigue testing set_up
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loops displayed on the chart plotter. From the hysteresis loops the stress amplitude 6", the

strain amplitude eu and the plastic strain amplitude rap were evaluated.

3.7 MICROSTRUCTURAL EXAMINATION OF TESTED SPECIMENS

In order to confirm the existence and study the characteristics of persistent slip

bands as well as other micro-scale features, the microstructure of the fatigued specimens

was analyzed microscopically. The gauge length of the specimens was cut along the

longitudinal axis using the spark cutter in order to conserve the microstn¡cture of the

specimens. After cutting, the specimens were mounted polished and etched.

Microstructural examination was performed using the JEOL 2000FX Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM).

3.7.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Detailed microstructural examination was carried out using JEOL 2000FX TEM
operating at 180KV. A photograph of the microscope is shown in Figure 3 6. Thin foils

of longitudinal section of the fatigued specimens were made to observe the through

thickness grain structure as well as micro-scale defects. A 10 mm longitudinal strip was

cut from the fatigued specimen The strip was glued to a metal block and mechanically

polished to a thickness between 70 pm and 100 pm. A 3 mm diameter punch was used to

prepare several 3 mm diameter thin foils from the strip. AII the thin foils were finally

prepared by electropolishing in Struers Tenupol-3 Jet polisher. Table 3.2 lists the

electrol¡e solution and the optimum polishing conditions used in the preparation of TEIvÍ

thin foils for both aluminium and nickel. The electrol¡e was cooled by passing a liquid

nitrogen coolant into the tank through cooling coils immersed in the electrolyte.

Electrolyte flow rate was adjusted to a proper value since too fast flow rate may deforrn

the foil and too slow flow rate may not attack the centre of the foil adequately.
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Material Electrolyte Solution Optimum Polishing Co;r:dfi tio¡rs

Aluminium 25Yo rutnc acid and 75Yo methanol -18'c, l6v
Nickel 20Yo Perclúoric acid and 80Yo ethanol -30"c,20v

Table 3.2Electrol¡e solution and optimum polishing conditions for TEM thiil foil prepararion
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

POL YCRY S TALLINE ALI-]MINUM

4.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the experimental results for polycrystalline alumiruum

such as the cyclic response in terms of cyclic stress-strain curve and cyclic hardening

curve. In additions, a detailed study of dislocation structures evolved upon eyelic

deformation is included.

4.2 STRES S-STRAIN TTYSTERESIS LOOP

Experimental stress-strain hysteresis loops of polycrystalline aluminium fatigued

at different plastic strain amplitudes are shown in Figure 4.I (a, b and c). It is noted fnei,r¡i

these loops that the linear elastic portion of the loop is the same regardless of plastie

strain amplitude. The plastic part of the loop, i.e. the loop width characterizing material's:

ductility, is changed based on the controlled value of the plastic strain amplitude.

However, the height of the loop corresponding to loading increases until saturation rs

reached. In addition, the hysteresis loop is more pointed at low amplitudes and becor¡ies

parallelogram in shape with higher plastic strain amplitude.

4.3 FATIG{TE DATA

To present the cyclic deformation behaviour in terms of cyclic stress-strain cLårve,

some calculations are needed to obtain the saturation stress and plastic strain amplitude

from stress-strain hysteresis loop. Figure 4.2 is an example of a hysteresis loop showing

the parameters used to calculate the stress and strain amplitudes

The height of the hysteresis loop depicts the total stress range, Ào., and widtÌi of'

the loop depicts the total strain range, Aet. The measured height is 40 mm for the stress

range and the measured widths are 68 mÍL 58 mm and l0 mm for the total strain, Ae¡,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1 Stress-strain hysteresis loops

(a) Leor/Z:6.25 x l0a, La"/Z:37 Mpa
(b) Leol/2:2.60 x l0-3, Lo"l2: 49 Mpa
(c) Aeor/Z:7.25 x 10-3, Lo,lZ:59 Mpa



Figure 4.2 Stress-strain hysteresis loop (Lepr/z:7.25 x l0-3, Lo"/Z: 5g NzfPa)
showing stress and strain ranges.
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plastic strain, Âeor, and elastic strain, Ar", ranges respectively. The stress anel stral¡r

amplitudes are calculated by taking half of the stress and strain ranges. The extenso-meter

gage length of 10 mm was used to obtain the strain values.

Calibration Factors:

0.25 V / l0 mm = calibration factor of Instron testing unit

0.1 mm I lY : calibration factor of the chart recorder

a) Total strain amplitude, Àe,/2

6,mm*(o.zsr\ 
(o tmm\ ll \

çro**)"[ r ;'[;J =o'o'Smm

0.085mm

lÙmm

b) Plastic strain amplitude, Leor/2

58mm"( y?sv)"( o rry\,lrl 
= o o725mm

\romm) [ 1Z )\2)

0.0725mm
=7.25x l0-3

l0mm

c) Elastic strain amplitude, Ae./2

I o m m 
" (#t_)"(ry). [Ð = o o t 2 5 m m

0.0125mm

ljmm =1.25 x l0-3
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d) Saturation stress

4F_=
7rI)z

+Qsaztt)
= 59.1x106

4omm "(#)' (ïF),. (1,) = 2oo Ks

F = mg = z}oKgx 9.81 3 =ß6zU

F
A z(o.ooos)' + = 5e.lJutPa

m-

Table 4.1 lists the experimental conditions and results for

including the total strain amplitude, prastic strain amplitude and

amplitude as well as the frequency used.

4.4 CYCLTC DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR

4.4.1 Cyclic Stress-Strain Curve

all specimens te,;;íod,

the saturation siress

By plotting all saturation stress amplitudes, Lc" /2, as a function of plastie si,ra.rui¡^

amplitudes, LeorlZ, the cyclic stress-strain curve was obtained as shown in Figure 4.11," ):,ar

comparison, the data of Tsou on polycrystalline aluminium l37l are also included witli
the present result in Figure 4.4. The difference in saturation stress may have resultedj ft.'n¡
the fact that polycrystalline aluminium of the current study with grain size of 40 ¡rm
exhibits higher saturation stress. This finding is in agreement with Hall-petch relatio,ns¡rip

of grain size effect on cyclic deformation behaviour. It is also observed from the eyclle

stress strain curve that the saturation stress increases markedly with increasing Acr,l ,l2

over all the strain amplitudes used in this study This behaviour indicates {:hat

polycrystalline aluminium exhibits strain hardening upon cyclic deformation. S,,¿cl;,

hardening response would be due to the activation of secondary slip systems a¡rri iìiie
formation of three-dimensional dislocation structures.
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Specimen Input Values Output Values

Let/2 Frequency
(H")

Leot/2 Lo"/2
(MPa)

At 5 r.00E-03 0.100 t.84F-04 25.1
At 4 l 50E-03 0.067 3.47F-04 32.5
At 3 2.208-03 0.045 6.488-04 JJ. I
At 6 2.70F-03 0.037 7.99F-04 38.4
Al2 3.10E-03 0.032 1.03E-03 41.4
At 7 3.50E-03 0.029 t 24E-03 46.0
At I 3.80E-03 0.026 1.28E-03 43.2
Al t6 4.00E-03 0.025 1.40E-03 42.1
At 15 4.208-03 0.024 1.458-03 443
At I 4.708-03 0.021 1.63E-03 460
At 9 5.40E-03 0.019 2.00E-03 43.5
At l0 6.00E-03 0.017 2.18E-03 47.6
Al t1 7.00E-03 0.014 2.70F-03 51.4
Al 12 8.00E-03 0.013 3.T78-03 s t.l
At 13 9.00E-03 0.011 3.628-03 52.5
At 14 1.108-02 0.009 4.37E-03 s4.7

Table 4.1 Fatigue test data for polycrystalline aluminium
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Figure 4.3 Cyclic stress-strain curve for polycrystalline aluminum
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4.4.2 Cyclic Hardening Curve

For annealed single phase FCC polycrystalline aluminium, the cyclic deformation

response as depicted by the cyclic hardening curve in terms of fatigue cycles, N, is shown

in Figure 4 5 for specimen tested at plastic strain amplitude 6.25 x 10a. Figure 4.6 is the

cyclic hardening curve expressed in terms of cumulative plastic strain, e.u-. Both figures

show similar cyclic hardening behaviour regardless of the variable used in the x-axis.

This would indicate that for a controlled plastic strain fatigue test, cyclic hardening

behaviour could also be expressed with respect to cumulative plastic strain, which is 4

times number of cycles times plastic strain tested (r-- : 4NÅepr /2). Cyclic hardening

curve consists of an initial rapid hardening stage and a stress saturated stage. The

continuously decreasing cyclic hardening rate (i.e. slope of the cyclic hardening curve)

implies recovery mechanisms become more efficient upon further cycling deformation.

In the stress-saturated stage of the cyclic hardening curve, the hardening mechanisms are

completely balanced by recovery mechanisms.

An attempt was made to study the effect of plastic strain amplitude on the cyclic

hardening behaviour and on the evolution of dislocation structures. Low cycle fatigue

study was conducted using the same testing conditions, outlined in chapter 3, for th¡ee

different plastic strain amplitudes. The relationship between the saturation stress and the

plastic strain amplitude is shown in Figure 4.7. The cyclic hardening curves for
specimens tested at th¡ee different plastic strain amplitudes are presented in Figure 4.8. It
is shown in Figure 4.8 that the hardening rate decreases with cycling until saturation is

reached. The number of cycles to saturation dqcreases with higher plastic strain

amplitude. In addition, it is also noted that the cyclic hardening rate (i.e. the slope of the

cyclic hardening curve) was most pronounced in the early stage of cycling and increased

with plastic strain amplitude. The above findings indicated that, at large plastic strain

amplitude, multiple glide systems become in operation enhancing cyclic strain hardening.

During the rapid hardening stage, mutual trapping of mobile dislocations into

bundles and subsequent development into dislocation networks has been attributed to be
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the operating hardening mechanism. As the cyclic hardening rate levels off and

eventually reaches a stress-saturated stage, the deformation reaches that of a dynamic

steady state, which is termed the saturation stage.

Stable dislocation cellular structure consists of dislocation free regions (cell

interiors) and regions of high dislocation density (cell walls), as shown in Figure 4.9, will
not exist if a trapping mechanism is in operation during saturation fatigue. This suggests

that the hardening mechanism during saturation fatigue can only be the result of the

developed microstructure. As suggested by Feltner and Laird 1641, the hardening

mechanism during stress saturation is bowing of screw dislocations situated in the cell

walls toward cell interior, which is called dislocation cell shuttling meótrâfiim. A TEM
micrograph showing bowed out screw dislocations within cell interior is shown in Figure

4.i0. In the saturation stage, after further cyclic deformation, hardening mechanism is

balanced with recovery mechanism associated with migration of cell wall driven by ..cell

wall energy''to form a stabilized low energy dislocation structure.

4. 5 MCROSTRUCTITRAL OBSERVATIONS

4.5-l cyclic Stress-strain Response and Dislocation structures

Dislocation cell structure is the predominant dislocation structure in
polycrystalline aluminium subjected to cyclic deformation at plastic strain amplitudes

used in this study. The dependence of dislocation cell size on saturation stress was

evaluated over the plastic strain amplitude range studied. The average cell size was

obtained by measuring the two dimensions of each cell from many electron micrographs
(shown from Figure 4.lT to Figure 4.16). Table 4.2 summarizes the cell size in microns

of dislocation cell structure formed at different plastic strain amplitudes.
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Figure 4.9 Dislocation cell structure showing dislocation-free
cell interior and condensed cell walls.
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Figure 4.10 Dislocation cell structure showing curved scre\¡/ dislocations
(as indicated by arrows) bowing towards and gliding within cell interior.
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Table 4.2Dislocation cell size at different plastic strain amplitudes

Le¡/2 Lo"/2 (MPa) Cell Size (¡m) Reference

1.84 x10a 25 1.83 Figure 4.1I

6.48 x10* 34 1.72 Figure 4 12

1.4 x10-' 42 1.60 Figure 4.13

2.18 xl0-' 48 l.53 Figure 4.14

2.70 x70-' 51 1.46 Figure 4.15

4.37 x70'' 55 1.35 Figure 4.16
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Figure 4.I I Dislocation cell structure in fatigued
specimen at plastic strain amplitude LerrlZ : l.B4 xl0a.
Lo"/Z:25lvfPa. Cell size : 1.83 pm.
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Figure 4.12 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued
specimen at plastic strain amplitude Leor/Z:6.4g xl0a.
Lo"/z:34lvPa. Cell size : l.7Z ¡tm.
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Figure 4.13 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued
specimen at plastic strain amplitude LertlZ: 1.4 xl0'3
Lo"/2 : 42lvPa. Cell size : 1.60 pm.
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Figure 4.14 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued
specimen at plastic strain amplitude Leor/Z:2.1g xl0-3.
Lo"lT:48 MPa. Cell size: 1.53 pm.
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Figure 4.15 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued
specimen at plastic strain amplitude Ae¡/Z:2.70 x10-3.
Ao"l2: 51 MPa. Cell size: 1.46 ¡rm.
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Figure 4.16 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued
specimen at plastic strain amplitude Leor/Z: 4.37 xl0-3.
Lo"lT: 55 MPa. Cell size: 1.35 ¡rm.
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The average cell size is plotted as a function of plastic strain amplitude as shown in
Figure 4-17. The reduction of dislocation cell size with plastic strain amplitude is are

example of the evolution of cell structures with cyclic deformation in polycrystalline

aluminums. A plot of cell size versus saturation stress is shown in Figure 4.1g. Figure

4.19 is a plot of inverse cell size with saturation stress. It is clearly shown that the stress

is found to be linearly related to the inverse cell size, which is directly prediøed by the

mesh-length theory of work hardening.

4.5.2 Mesh-length Theory of Work Hardening

The presence and development ofl dislocation cells play an important role in the

meshJength theory of work hardening [87]. The mesh-length theory of strain hardening

is based on the arrangement of dislocations into stress-screened, low-energy

configuration namely dislocation cell structures. When glide dislocations interact with
each other, they mutually screen their long-range stress fields to form dislocation cells.

The cells sh¡ink in size as the flow stress, the stress needed to generate new glide

dislocations, increases until they reach a critical cell size, L., where further shrinking

does not take place as the strain is further increased.

After the establishment of the ultimate cell size the dislocation density in cell

walls still increases, however no additional dislocation tangles can be formed within the
cells. To accommodate the additional strairq the dislocation tangles in the cell walls may

move cooperatively without generation of new dislocations.

The relationship between saturation stress and the inverse cell size obtained in this
study agrees to some extent with the meshJength theory of work hardening. However, a

critical cell size after which there is no decrease in cell size with strain amplitude was not

observed. In this study, the mesh-length theory is related to the obtained results

qualitatively explaining the reduction of cell size with plastic strain and saturation stress.

Such a relationship in the study of fatigue has not been established quantitively, which is
beyond the scope ofthe present study.
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4.5.3 Effect of Strain Amplitude

Dislocation structures evolved upon cyclic deformation at th¡ee different plastic

strain amplitudes are evaluated in terms of cell size and wall thickness. Such evaluation

would assist in relating the plastic strain amplitude or saturation stress to dislocation

structures.

Dislocation cellular structure, observed in specimens cycled at low plastic strain

amplitude of 6.25 x lOa, exhibits thick walls composed of entangled dislocations as

shown in Figure 4.20 to Figure 4.22.It is apparent from Figure 4.20 that dislocation cell

walls are formed in two different orientations indicating the operation of multiple slip

systems. The activation of multiple slip systems along with the increase in the strain

amplitude would favour the development of three-dimensional cell structure as shown in

Figure 4.22. As the plastic strain amplitude increases to 2.60 x l0'3, dislocation cell walls

become condensed containing high dislocation density as shown in Figure 4.2i. 
^tlargerplastic strain amplitude of 7.25 x l0-3, dislocation cells are more equiaxed and showwell

defined and condensed cell walls as shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. It is also

found that the dislocation cell size decreased with plastic strain amplitude.

Cyclic deformation performed with medium to large plastic strain amplitude

causes multiple slip to occur which results in the formation of dislocation cellular

structure- For large strain amplitude fatigue, multiple slip occurs extensively in the
polycrystalline aluminium. As a result the number of mobile dislocations increases and

dislocation activity on other slip systems also increases with increase in strain amplitude.

This results in the development of dislocation cell structures and an increase in the

density of dislocations at cell walls. Table 4.3 lists the cell size and cell wall thickness of
dislocation cell structure formed at three different plastic strain amplitudes.
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Plastic Strain
Amplitude. Le-r/2

Cell Size (p.m) Cell lYølI Thickness
(um)

Reference

6.25 x l}a 1.90 + 0.05 0.252 + 0.008 Figure 4.20 to 4.22

2.60 x 10-' 1.60 + 0.08 0.180 + 0.005 Figure 4.23

7.25 x l0-r 1.30 + O.OS 0.080 + 0.007 Figure 4.24 &,25

Table 4.3 Dislocation cell size and cell wall thickness at different plastic strain amplitudes
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Figure 4.20 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued specimen at
plastic strain amplitude Leot/Z:6.25 xl0a. Lo.lZ:37lvPa.
Cell size: 1.91 ¡rm. Wall thickness :0.246 ¡tm
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Figure 4.21 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued specimen at
plastic strain amplitude Aeor/Z: 6.25 xlOa. Lo"/2:37 lvpa.
Cell size: 1.83 ¡rm. Wall thickness:0.250 ¡rm
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Figure 4.2?Dislocation cell structure in fatigued specimen at
plastic strain amplitude Leor/Z: 6.25 xl0a. Ao"lZ:37 lvlt:a
Cell size: 1.88 ¡rm. Wall thickness :0.240 ¡tm
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Figure 4.23 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued specimen at
plastic strain amplitude LÊ,ill2: 2.60 xl0-3. Lo"/Z:49lvpa.
Cell size: 1.65 pm. Wall thickness:0.17g pm
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Figure 4.24Dislocation cell structure in fatigued specimen at
plastic strain amplitude Leor/Z:7.25 xl0-3. Lo"/Z:59 Mpa.
Cell size : 1.26 ¡.rm. Wall thickness : 0.070 prm
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Figure 4.25 Dislocation cell structure in fatigued specimen at
plastic strain amplitude Le¡12 :7.25 xl0-3. Lo,12: 59 Mpa.
Cell size :1.26 pm. Wall thickness:0.060 ¡rm
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4.5.4 Etrect of Fatigue Cycles

The cycle number influence on the dislocation structure has been studied fun a

strain amplitude value of 6.25 E-04. Microscopy observations have been made after the

following fatigue cycle numbers: 5, 80, 300 and 1200. A cellular dislocation stn¡ature

with cell size of 1.6 ¡rm is observed as early as the first few fatigue cycles as shor¡¡n in

Figure 4.26 a. However the dislocation cell structure is not well developed and exhibited

loose cell walls composed of entangled dislocations. As the cycle number increases to g0

cycles, cell walls become more condensed and the cell structure is more developed as

shown in Figure 4.26 b. After cyclic saturation, i.e. after 80 fatigue cycles, the dislocation

cell size remained constant with cycling at approximately 1.4 ¡tm. However, the eeli

structure becomes more condensed and well developed as shown in Figure 4.26 cand d.

It is apparent that dislocation cell size during the stress saturation stage of, eyeLic

deformation remained unchanged. This finding could be explained by the mechamsm of
cross-slip of screw dislocations and climb of edge dislocations within the cell walls,

which results in maintaining constant dislocation density and consequently constant aell

structure during stress saturation stage.

The operation of cross-slip and climb mechanism is mainly driven and enhaneed

by the stacking fault energy. A larger value of SFE in aluminum makes secondary slip

(i.e. slip on more than one glide system) easier and increases the probability of cross s1ip

because of the lower stress required for dislocation intersection. The abiLity of
dislocations to cross slip easily favors the formation of dislocation cell structures. In
addition, aluminium, the material with the greatest tendency for wavy slip, forms a cell

structure even at low strain amplitudes. As a result materials of wavy slip mode will
always form cell structures at high strain amplitudes.
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Figure 4.26 Dislocation structure evolution during cycling at Leptlz: 6.25 xl0a.
a) Dislocation structure after 5 fatigue cycles. Cell size: 1.60 ¡rm
b) Dislocation structure after 80 fatigue cycles. Cell size : 1.44 ¡tm
c) Dislocation structure after 300 fatigue cycles. ceil size : 1.43 ¡rm
d) Dislocation structure after 1200 fatigue cycles. cefl size: l.4l pm
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4.6 SIIMMARY

The cyclic deformation behavior of polycrystalline aluminum, as depicted b), i.it¡e

cyclic stress-strain curye, exhibited cyclic hardening at which saturation stress increasgdl

with plastic strain at all plastic strain amplitudes tested. A comparison of the c¡,s!!6

stress-strain response of polycrystalline aluminum with previous results revealedi tliat:

fine-grain material exhibited higher saturation stress than coarse-grained material as

predicted by a Hall-Petch relationship of grain size effect. In addition, the plastic sír...x1n

amplitude at which the test was conducted influences cyclic hardening rate. It is fuulld

that the larger the plastic strain amplitude, the more pronounced the cyclic sirai¡r

hardening.

Microscopy investigations revealed a continual increase in the propensity for cell

structure formation in polycrystalline aluminum with plastic strain amplitude and fati¡4re

cycle. Dislocation cell structure is the dominant deformation structure in def,ormedj

polycrystalline aluminum. No persistent slip bands or labyrinth structures have l:eerr

observed in fatigued pure aluminum. The high value of stacking fault energy of,

aluminum polycrystals accounts for such behavior. High stacking fault energy favors tlne;

activation of multiple glide systems and formation of three-dimensional dislocatle-r*

structures. In addition, microscopy observations revealed that dislocation cells beeo:r:ie

increasingly equiaxed and smaller and cell walls become more condensed with incrc¿¡se

of strain amplitude.

A correlation between stress-strain response and development of disloaatiori

structures in deformed polycrystalline aluminum revealed that the saturation stress ís

linearly related to the inverse dislocation cell size. This relationship is equivalent to the

mesh-length theory of work hardening over the strain range used in this study.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

POLYCRYSTALLINE MCKEL

5.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the experimental results for polycrystalline nickel such

as the cyclic response in terms of cyclic stress-strain curye and cyclic hardening curve.

The evolution of dislocation structures with cyclic deformation is studied. In addition, a

correlation of the dislocation structure with plastic strain amplitude and cycle number is

discussed.

5 2 STRESS-STRAIN HYSTERESIS LOOP

Experimental stress-strain hysteresis loop of polycrystalline nickel fatigued at

plastic strain amplitude of 4.38 x10-3is shown in Figure 5.1. Stress amplitude increases

rapidly in the initial several cycles and the increase of stress per cycle decreases with
increasing number of cycles until it reached to saturation after 22 fatigue cycles. Strain

hardening rate, the slop of the hysteresis loop, is higher in first quarter cycle of
compressive deformation, but, after second cycle at same strain, no appreciable change in

the strain hardening rate can be noted from cycle to cycle.

5.3 FATIGUE DATA

Table 5.1 lists the experimental conditions and results for all specimens tested,

including the total strain amplitude, plastic strain amplitude and the saturation stress

amplitude as well as the frequency used. Similar calculations, as outlined in section 4.3,

were performed to obtain the saturation stress and plastic strain amplitude from stress-

strain hysteresis loop and present the cyclic deformation in terms of cyclic stress-strain

curve.
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Figure 5.1 stress-strain hysteresis loop (aeo¡/2 : 4.3g xl0-3, Lo"/z:307 Mpa)
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Specimen Input Values Output Values
Let/2 Frequency

(Hzl
Le¡/2 Lo"/2

(MPa)
Ni 8 1.50E-03 0.067 4.258-04 930
Ni 7 2.208-03 0.045 s.808-04 12r.5
Ni 10 2.70F-03 0.037 7.768-04 135.0
Ni 6 3.10E-03 0.032 8.448-04 148.0
Ni 5 3.80E-03 0.026 1.22F-03 r54.0
Ni I 4.20F-03 0.024 t.45E-03 1s6.0
N¡ 4 4.70F-03 0.021 r.54E-03 158.0
Ni 2 5.408-03 0.019 1.87E-03 189.2
Ni 16 6 008-03 0.017 2.02F-03 187.7
Ni 14 8.00E-03 0.013 2.81E-03 211.4
Ni l5 9.00E-03 0 011 3.648-03 254.2
N¡ 3 1.10E-02 0.009 4.43F-03 269.0

Table 5.1 Fatigue test data for polycrystalline nickel
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5.4 CYCLTC DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR

5.4.1 Cyclic Stress-Strain Curve

By plotting all saturation stress amplitudes, Ao" /2, as a function of plastie stra¡.n

amplitudes, Led/2, the cyclic stress-strain curve was obtained as shown in Figure S.Z. trt

is observed from the cyclic stress strain curve that the saturation stress increases with

increasing Leor /2 up to plastic strain amplitude 8.44 x 10a, then the saturation stress

levelled offat plastic strain amplitude from I .22 x l0'3 to 1.54 x l0-3 in the quasi-plateau

region. The saturation stress increased with plastic strain amplitude after plastic strain

amplitude of 1.87 x 10-3 in the high amplitude range.

The cyclic stress strain curve of polycrystalline nickel obtained in this study is

compared with the results of Morrison in reference 51 as shown in Figure 5.3. CyeTie

hardening behaviour of polycrystalline nickel studied in the present work with grain size

of 40 pm exhibits lower saturation stress than polycrystalline nickel with grain size of 24

pm. This difference in the cyclic behaviour would explain the effect of grain size on the

cyclic saturation stress as predicted by a Hall-Petch type of argument, which results ln a
higher saturation stress with fine grain size. The grain structure effect on the saturatiocl

stress obtained in this study is in agreement with Morrison et al. findings [57]. F{owevcr,

this result is opposite to few of the previous findings 124,42,561.

A comparison of the cyclic stress strain response of polycrystalline alumiiuurn

and polycrystalline nickel with a grain size of 40 ¡rm obtained in this study is shoum in

Figure 5.4. The cyclic deformation behaviour of polycrystalline aluminium exhibits lower

saturation stress as compared to polycrystalline nickel over the plastic strain amplitude

range studied. Such difference is due to the higher fatigue resistance offered by the niekel

specimens as compared to aluminium specimens. In addition, Polycrystalline alunumum

exhibits cyclic hardening at all plastic strain amplitudes, however polycrystalline n¿ckeii

showed th¡ee distinct regions in the cyclic stress strain curve. This difference in the stress

strain curve behaviour is due to high stacking fault energy of aluminium specimens (Tar:
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166 mJ m-'; as compared to nickel specimens (y¡o¡ : l2B mI m'2). Such high stacking fault

energy would enhance the onset of multiple slip systems producing a three-dimensional

dislocation network such as cell structure. Formation of a cellular structure leads to
secondary hardening early in the fatigue cycles and at low plastic strain amplitudes.

5.4.2 Cyclic Hardening Curve

The material response to cyclic deformation as depicted by the cyclic hardening

curve is shown in Figure 5.5 for specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitude 1.50 x l0-3.

Figure 5.6 is the cyclic hardening curve for specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitude

3'0 x l0'3. It is observed from both figures that strain hardening was most pronounced in
the early stage of cycling. After a large number of cycles (i.e. 180 cycles for specimen

test at Leot/2: 1.50 x l0-3 and 50 cycles for specimen test at Âepr lZ:3.0 x l0-3), the

strain hardening becomes saturated.

In agreement with prior work on polycrystalline copper [33], the results of the

present study demonstrated that the initial cyclic hardening rate was strongly influenced

by the plastic strain amplitude at which the test was performed. As shown in Figure 5.5

and Figure 5.6, the specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitude 3.0 x l0-3 extnbited z}yo
higher saturated stress than the specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitude 1.50 x 10-3. In
additiorq it is also observed that the larger the plastic strain amplitude, the more

pronounced the cyclic strain hardening, i.e. stress saturation is reached earlier in the

fatigue cycle.

An initial rapid hardening stage followed by cyclic saturation charactenzes the

cyclic hardening curve. In the early stages of the rapid hardening, the dislocation density

increases rapidly and many dislocation tangles and loops are formed. In the last stages of
the rapid hardening and the early stages of the saturation hardening, the structures are

divided into dislocation bundles and bundle spacing, which have a little dislocation and

lie between the bundles. In the last stage of the saturation hardening, the bundles consist

of many small dislocation loops and their spacings are as wide as the walls,
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which are called as loop patch structures or called vein structure

patches separated by dislocation-free channels.

5. 5 MCROSTRUCTIIRAL OBSERVATIONS

composing of loop

5.5.1 cyclic Deformation and Dislocation structures Evolution

Th¡ee distinct regions were observed in the cyclic stress-strain response differing

in both the dislocation structures and the stress-strain responses. In the low amplitude

region (Ler1/2 < 8.44 x 104), vein dislocation structures were observed in agreement with
pervious observations on single crystals and polycrystals U6,7gl. The slip within
individual grains takes place in a single slip system, resulting in a multipole dislocation

configuration, which forms the veins. Following the low amplitude region, a short quasi-

plateau region with slight increase in the saturation stress with plastic strain amplitude

occurred from plastic strain amplitude of 1.22 x 10-3 to 1.54 x l0-3. In this region the vein

structure is cut through by persistent slip bands, which have a characteristic ladderJike

dislocation structure

The high amplitude region (Ler1/2> 1.54 x l0-3) is charactenzedby a number of
structures depending on orientations of a grain and its neighbour. A very regular walls
structure results from cyclic straining with the prevalence of a single slip system. Cell

structures result if multiple slip systems are active. Such activation of multiple slip

systems would lead to the activation of secondary slip systems within individual grains

resulting to a build-up of the forest dislocation density and hence secondary hardening.

Three types of dislocation configuration were observed in polycrystalline nickel

after cyclic deformation at plastic strain amplitude 1.50 x l0-3 to 300 fatigue cycles as

shown in Figure 5.7 . In this figure, vein structure can be seen, consisting of dense

irregular regions of dislocation loop patches with narrow irregular channels, which have a

relatively low dislocation density. The second structure has regions of two sets of
dislocation wall perpendicular to each other called labyrinth structure. Also observed in
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Vein Structure

LabyrintÍr

Cell Structure:

Elongated eelts

Figure 5.7 Dislocation structures formed in polycrystalline nickel cycled at
plastic strain amplitude 1.50 x l0-3to 300 cycles
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this figure, cellular structure evolving from the labyrinth structure, which in turn evolves

to elongated cells after a prolonged fatigue cycling.

In contrast to the early appearance of dislocation cell structure in polycrystalline

aluminium at low plastic strain amplitudes, polycrystalline nickel exhibited the absence

of cellular structure at low plastic strain amplitudes. Dislocation structure consisted of
loop-patch/channel or vein structure was observed at low plastic strain amplitudes in the

range of 4.25 x 104 to 8.44 x 10a as shown in Figures 5 g to 5 I 1

Since the loop patches are considered potent obstacles against glide dislocation

motior¡ the more these patches the greater their density, and the imposition of a strain

amplitude must open channels for the motion of the requisite glide dislocations. Cyclic

hardening will result from the growth of the loop patches and the consequent decrease of
the channel width. This hardening is observed in constant strain amplitude fatigue as an

increase in the cyclic stress. The loop patches will eventually break into persistent slip

bands (PSB's) with increase of stress.

The dislocation structure keeps evolving as the plastic strain increases. Loop
patches become denser and the channels thinner, until another structure appears. This

structure consists of bands about 1.2 microns wide, where plastic deformation is heavily

localized. They are ladderlike structure called persistent slip band in which the density of
dislocations is low in the middle of the PSB and very high at the walls. These bands are

the main reason for the presence of the plateau.

Persistent slip bands @SBs) were observed in cycled polycrystalline nickel at

plastic strain amplitude of 1.22 x l0-3 as shown in Figures 5.12 to 5.14. However, these

slip bands were short and not well developed as those observed in polycrystalline copper

in previous studies [33]. The appearance of PSB in few areas of the specimen explains

the minor effect of PSB on the cyclic deformation behaviour as depicted by the short

quasi-plateau in the cyclic stress strain curve. The presence of short plateau in the cyclic

stress
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Figure 5.8 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of 4.25 x lOa showing loop pitches (dark phase) and
matrix (light phase) forming vein structure. Wall spacing:0.g23 ¡rm
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Figure 5.9 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at
plastic strain amplitude of 5.80 x l0a showing cylindrically shaped vein
structure. Wall spacing:0.733 pm
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Figure 5.10 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a plastic
strain amplitude of 7.76 x lOa showing vein structure. wall spacing: 0.609 ¡rm
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Figure 5.1 I TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a plastic
strain amplitude or8.44 x l0a showing vein structure. wa[ spacing:0.51é pm
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Figure 5.12 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of r.22 x 10'3 showing the presence of peisistent slip
band (PSB). Wall spacing :1.2 pm
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Figure 5.13 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of 1.22 x l0-3 showing the presånce of peisistent slip
bands (PSB) as indicated by arrows. Wall spacin g: 1.2 pm
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Figure 5.14 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of 1.22 x l0-3 showing the presence of shórt persistepi;
slip band (PSB). Wall spacing :1.2 pm
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strain curve for polycrystalline nickel agrees with the Morrison et al. l32l and Mormso,it

[51] findings.

At high levels of plastic strain, PSB's and remaining vein structure break down as

several slip systems need to be activated to carry out the plastic deformation, and the so

called "multiple slip" dislocation structures appear such as labyrinth and cell structure. A,.È

a plastic strain amplitude of 1.45 x l0-3 labyrinth structure was observed along with the

vein structure as shown in Figure 5.15. TEM micrograph of labyrinth structure is show i¡,

Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. The dislocation structure of the specimen cycled at plastre;

strain amplitude of 1.54 x 10-3 also showed vein structure along with labyrinth structure

as shown in Figure 5.18.

With increasing strain amplitude, the dipolar walls of the labyrinth strucrures are

still the predominant feature and present untill 1.54 x 10-3 strain. At applied strain of
1-87 x l0-3, the labyrinth structure start to contain some cells, the path in the labynnth

structures is closed and the labyrinth evolves to square-shaped cellular structures. T6ls

implies that the third slip system is enhanced during the deformation causing the

operation of multiple slip systems and the formation of three-dimensional dislocatlon

network. Figure 5.19 is a TEM micrograph of specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitucie;

of 1.87 x l0-3 showing the evolution of closed-path labyrinth structure to cell type of,

dislocation structure.

As the cells are much larger than the wall spacing, it would seem that they are not
nucleated by individual walls. On the other hand, the presence of a sufficiently strorrg

local surplus of dislocations of one type and sign, whether edge dislocation in the dipolar
walls or screw dislocations in the channels, will trigger non-primary slip systems. This

will give rise to dislocation cell formation as shown in Figure 5.20 for specimen cyclecf at

plastic strain amplitude of 2.02x l0-3.
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Vein Siructure
Wall spacing:0.402 ¡tm

Labyrinth
Wall spaeing : 0.465 pl,rn

Figure 5.15 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of 1.45 x l0-3 showing the evolution of vein structure
to labyrinth structure.
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Figure 5.16 TEM image of closed-path labyrinth structure in longitudinal section of the
specimen cycled at a plastic strain amplitude of 1.45 x l0-3. wall spacing :0.465 ¡tm
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Figure 5.17 TEM image of closed-path labyrinth structure in longitudinal section of,the
specimen cycled at a plastic strain amplitude of 1.45 x l0-3. wall spacing : 0.465 pm
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Vein Structure
Wall spacing:0.336 pm

Labyrinth
Wall spacing:0.389 ¡rm

Figure 5.18 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of 1.54 x l0-3 showing the evolution of véin structure
to labyrinth structure.
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Figure 5.19 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a plastic
strain amplitude of 1.87 x l0-3 showing the evolution oilubyrinth structure imo cells
Wall spacing:0.313 pm. Cell Size: 0.757 ¡tm.
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Figure 5.20 TEM image of dislocation cellular structure in longitudinal section of the
specimen cycled at a plastic strain amplitude of z.oz x 10-3. Cell Size: 0.693 pm.
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Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 are TEM micrographs of elongated cellular structure in a
specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitude of 2.81 x 10-r. As plastic strain amplitude is

further increased, the width of the channels separating dislocation cellular structure

becomes n¿urower producing elongated dipolar walls structure. A TEM micrograph of
uncondensed dipolar wall structure is shown in Figure 5.23 for specimen cycled at plastic

strain amplitude of 3.64 x l0-3. Condensed dipolar wall structure was also found in

specimen cycled at plastic strain amplitude of 4 .43 x 1 0-3 as shown in Figure 5 .24 .

In summary, the dislocation structures formed in polycrystalline nickel after

cyclic deformation have many different appearances like loop patches, vein and dipolar

walls, when subjected to different strain amplitudes. These structures are formed from a

similar dislocation deposition mechanism and are dipolized dislocation structures.

Difference in appearance is the result of being condensed under different conditions.

Table 5.2 lists the dislocation structures and wall spacing formed under different

plastic strain amplitudes. It is found that the average wall spacing between dislocation

wall decreases with plastic strain amplitude. Figure 5.25 shows a linear relation between

the average wall spacing and the cyclic saturation stress for both low amplitude and high

amplitude ranges. An inverse relationship between the wall spacing and saturation stress

is shown in Figure 5.26. This relationship is in agreement with mesh-length theory of
work hardening discussed in chapter 4. The observed decrease in the average distance

between the walls or the average cell diameter with increasing plastic strain amplitude

(and saturation stress) is in agreement with previous observations [6a].

The cycle number influence on the microstructure has been studied for a strain

amplitude value of 3.0 E-03. Microscopy observations have been made after the

following fatigue cycle number: 18, and 200. It was found that the cell structure becomes

more equiaxed with increase in fatigue cycles as shown in Figure 5.27 andFigure 5.28.
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5.6 STIMMARY

Cyclic stress-strain (CSS) curve of cyclically deformed polycrystalline nickel

exhibited th¡ee distinct regions. Two cyclic hardening regions were observed at low

amplitude and high amplitude ranges and short quasi-plateau region with a slight increase

of saturation stress with plastic strain amplitude at intermediate amplitude range. A
comparison of the cyclic stress-strain response of polycrystalline nickel with previous

results revealed that fine-grain material exhibited higher saturation stress than coarse-

grained material as predicted by a Hall-Petch relationship of grain size effect. A
comparison of the cyclic stress-strain curve for both polycrystalline aluminum and nickel

with grain size of 40 prm revealed that nickel specimens exhibited higher saturation stress

than aluminum specimens due to the high fatigue resistance offered by the nickel

specimens. In addition, the plastic strain amplitude at which the test was conducted

influences cyclic hardening rate. It is found that saturation stress is reached earlier in

fatigue cycle with high plastic strain amplitude.

Dislocation structures in fatigued polycrystalline nickel are amplitude dependent

and are classified into three types of dislocation structures corresponding to the three

regions in the cyclic stress-strain curye. Vein structures consisting of loop patches were

observed at low strain amplitudes. These structures become mixed with labyrinth

structure at intermediate amplitudes. In additior¡ persistent slip bands were observed in

the quasi-plateau regions of CSS curve. Cellular structures were observed at higher

amplitudes which become increasingly equia,red and smaller with fatigue cycles. The

results on the dislocation structure evolution found in this study are in agreement with

most recent low cycle fatigue studies on polycrystalline nickel documented in reference

88 by Jia Yan.

A correlation between stress-strain response and development of dislocation

structures in deformed polycrystalline nickel revealed that the saturation stress is linearly

related to the inverse wall spacing. This relationship is equivalent to the meshJength

theory of work hardening over the strain range used in this study
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lpm

Figure 5.21 TEM image of elongated cellular structure in longitudinal section of the
specimen cycled at a plastic srrain amplitude of 2.gl x l0-3. Wall spacing 0.4gg pm.
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Figure 5.23 TEM image of uncondensed dipolar wall structure in longitudinal section of the
specimen cycled at a plastic strain amplitude of 3 .64 x I 0-3 wall spacin g : 0.347 ¡tm
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Figure 5 24 TE,}d image of condensed dipolar wall structure in longitudinal section of the
specimen cycled at a plastic strain amplitude of 4.43 x l0-3. wall spacing : 0.26g pm
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Plastic Strain

Amplitude Aeo/2

Dislocøtion Structure Il/all Spacing

han)

Reference

4.25 x lO* Loop Patch 0.823 Figure 5.8

5.80 x 10* Loop Patch 0.733 Figure 5.9

7.76 x l0* Loop Patch 0.609 Figure 5.10

8.44 x 10* Loop Patch 0.5 19 Figure 5.1 I
1.22 x l0-' Persistent slip band 1.t94 Figures 5.12 to 5.14

1.45 x 10-j Loop Patch 0.402 Figure 5.15 &.17

Labyrinth 0.465

1.54 x 10-' Loop Patch 0.336 Figure 5.l8

Labyrinth 0.389

1.87 x 10-j Labyrinth 0.3t3 Figure 5.19

Cells 0.7s7

2.02 x l0-r Cells 0.693 Figure 5.20

2.81 x 10-' Elongated cells 0.488 Figure 5.21 &,22

3.64 x l0-j Dipolar wall structure 0.347 Figure 5.23

4.43 x l0-' Dipolar wall structure 0.268 Figure 5.24

Table 5.2 Dislocation structures in polycrystalline nickel observed at different plastic
strain amplitudes
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Figure 5.25 Relationship between saturation stress and wall spacing for
polycrystalline nickel
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Figure 5.27 TE,ìd image of dislocation cellular structure in longitudinal section of
the specimen cycled at a plastic strain amplitude of 3.0 x l0-3 to 1g cycles.
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Figure 5.28 TEM image of longitudinal section of the specimen cycled at a plastic
strain amplitude of 3.0 x 10'3to 100 cycles showing equiaxed cellular structure
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS

The fundamental objeaive of the present thesis was to study cyclic deformation behavior

and to charactenze the development of dislocation structures in cyclically deformed

polycrystalline aluminum and nickel. The study revealed significant findings regarding

the difference in cyclic deformation behavior in f.c.c. metals. The evolution and role of
dislocation structures in plastic deformation \¡/ere investigated and correlated to the cyclic

deformation response. The following are the conclusions of the present thesis:

1. Results obtained from low cycle fatigue testing on polycrystalline aluminum and

polycrystalline nickel led to the following conclusions concerning cyclic stress-strain

(CSS) response:

Polycrystalline aluminum exhibited cyclic hardening at which saturation stress

increased with plastic strain at all plastic strain amplitudes tested.

Cyclic stress-strain response of polycrystalline nickel showed the presence of
three distinct regions. These regions are two cyclic hardening regions at low

amplitude and high amplitude ranges and a short quasi-plateau region with a
slight increase of saturation stress with plastic strain amplitude at intermediate

amplitude ranges.

A comparison of the cyclic stress-strain curve for both polycrystalline aluminum

and nickel with grain size of 40 pm revealed that nickel specimens exhibited

higher saturation stress than aluminum specimens due to the high fatigue

resistance offered by the nickel specimens.

A comparison of the cyclic stress-strain response of polycrystalline aluminum and

nickel with previous results revealed that fine-grain material exhibited higher

saturation stress than coarse-grained material which is equivalent to the Hall-

Petch relationship of grain size effect.
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. Cyclic hardening rate is influenced by the plastic strain amplitude at which the

test was conducted. It is found that the larger the plastic strain amplitude, the

more pronounced the cyclic strain hardening. As a result, saturation stress is

reached earlier in a fatigue cycle with high plastic strain amplitude.

2. The dislocation structures in fatigued polycrystalline aluminum and nickel with grain

size of 40 pm were evaluated over the plastic strain amplitudes tested. Based on TEM

observations of dislocation structures, the following conclusions can be drawn:

o Dislocation structures in fatigued polycrystalline nickel are amplitude dependent

and are classified into th¡ee types of dislocation structures in the strain range from

4.25F-04 to 4.43F.03, which correspond to the three regions in the cyclic stress-

strain curve.

o In deformed polycrystalline nickel, vein structures consisting of loop patches

were observed at low strain amplitudes. These structures become mixed with
labyrinth structure at intermediate amplitudes. In additiorq persistent slip bands

(PSB's) were observed in the quasi-plateau regions of CSS curve. At higher

amplitudes cellular structures formed which become increasingly equiaxed and

smaller with increase of amplitude and fatigue cycles.

o There is a continual increase in the propensity for cell structure formation in
polycrystalline aluminum with plastic strain amplitude and fatigue cycle number.

TEM observations revealed that only cell structure is the dominant deformation

structure in deformed polycrystalline aluminum. Compared with copper and

nickel polycrystals, PSB and labyrinth structures have not been observed in

fatigued pure aluminum. This behavior is due to the high stacking fault energy of
aluminum polycrystals as compared to copper and nickel polycrystals. The high

value of stacking fault energy favors the activation of multiple glide systems and

formation of three-dimensional dislocation structure, which results in cyclic

hardening with plastic deformation.
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J.

According to the increasing strain amplitude, some cortmon characteristics can be

derived from TEM micrographs concerning dislocation cellular structure observed

in deformed polycrystalline aluminum:

1) cell walls are essentially composed of entangled dislocations.

2) dislocation cellular structure becomes more or less well condensed as the

plastic strain amplitude increases.

3) cells are more equiaxed as plastic strain amplitudes and fatigue cycles increase.

4) cell wall thickness decreases with increasing plastic strain amplitude

A correlation between stress-strain response and development of dislocation

structures in deformed polycrystalline aluminum and nickel revealed that the

saturation stress is linearly related to the inverse dislocation cell size and wall

spacing. This relationship is equivalent to the mesh-length theory of work hardening

over the strain range used in this study

This study revealed the significance of material characteristics such as stacking fault

energy'on the cyclic deformation behavior. It was found that high stacking fault

energy influences the evolution of dislocation structure with plastic deformation and

hence influences the cyclic deformation response. As a result polycrystalline

aluminum with high value of stacking fault energy exhibited a different cyclic

deformation behavior and different dislocation structures than polycrystalline nickel

and copper.

The influence of material characteristics, grain size and pre-loading history on low

cycle fatigue response of polycrystalline flc.c. metals is still subject to a debate and

investigation. As summarized in chapter 2, the literature review section, many

researchers studied low cycle fatigue on polycrystalline metals and alloys under

different testing parameters and revealed different deformation behaviors. Such

investigation of these parameters on cyclic deformation requires extensive

microscopy analysis and modeling of the micro-scale dislocation structures.

4.

5.
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